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That I think is our
Last
ban.
under
the
outlook.
night
the
sheriffs
to
the
them
conditions
of
the
.the shot guns drove
deputy
ported
houses in jail with hardened criminals. Many dos and persuaded to go down the al most unpleasant feature, though whenwork
at
up
gambling
cleaning
was
audecided
It
to
Carlsbad road.
Rebels Disappear.
from the mines and then compelled
and removing apparatus. More than of the cities of this state will soon ley where he was set upon and severe ever a mosquito gets me I have a
thorize the expenditure of $1,200 on the Americans to leave the mines.
Tocato, Mexico, March 21. The reb- two dozen places were closed in Vic- have a similar system in operat'on.
ly beaten until he succeeded in getting twinge of feeling that he may have
the part of the territory, Carlsbad to
Rioters Are Drunk.
el forces disappeared over night .and tor,
his gun into action. He claims that given me a hypodermic injection of
Creek and .Goldfleld.
Cripple
No.
mine
put up the rest of the money necesat
The procession stopped
the federals have abondoned their exMOB LAW PREVAILS IN he was on his back with his assail- malrfria.
road.
to
the
of
sary
complete
1, passed through the main street
the boundDENVER.
position
ant over him and that he was finally
posed
AT
OVERLAND
PARK
paralleling
Nusbaum is Chaffeur.
Goes to Silver City.
Gillespie, thence to mine No. 3, and ary line for a more secure position X
compelled to draw his gun and shoot
Word was received today
headedcool
back
to
Bend.
the
En"Our house Is Just two miles from
Road
Only
Mr. Miller announced that
save
from
to
nearer town.
him
his
getMob
law
21.
Lincoln
March
X
antagonist
Colo.,
Oaks,
Denver,
from
White
howgineer J. D. Merriweather has been ness of the older citizens prevented
X county, that Brown's store at X prevailed in Overland park among the ting his brains beaten out. Friends of the ruins, the banana railroad,
instructed to go to Silver City and bloodshed right then, as many Gilles-- I
Sells-Flot-o
the slain man state that the attack ever, runs from our front door right
X
of
the
attendants
was
robbed
last
circus,
X
that
place
will leave tonight for that place where pie citizens had armed themselves PIONEER RAILROAD
was brought on by the constable. down to the ruins and since our gasPROMOTER S DEAD X night. The bloodhounds at the X when a youth made charges against
he will finish the work on the Silver and declared they would shoot if the
has heretofore 'had the repu- oline railroad car arrived, it has made
described.
A
a
man
he
whom
Montoya
to
X
posse
X penitentiary were asked for
road. That is he will marchers came to town. Many of the
four
A later dis- - ;X ran down Edward Cowan, In charge tation of being a safe man to trust the trip very easily, it holds
21.
trail
the
Nathanial
March
burglars.
disBoston
Thay
a
are
In'
drunk
and
see about the installing and placing foreigners
Of course in the
of the circus, and with the administration of the law. quite comfortably.
, X cf the commissary
had
the
that
X
said
railroad
of
the
burglar
one
propatch
pioneer
of culverts and bridges, etc. After agreeable temper, and if necessary er,
were no eye witnesses to the
moters of the United States, died at X been apprehended and the stol- - X after beating him into insensibility There
completing that road he will move the martial law will be declared. BloodIn
the
for
a
dead
In
him
Montoya will have his prelim!
left
killing.
gully
X
shed Is feared when the soldiers at- his home in this city today. He was X en goods recovered.
(Continued on page seven.)
of the park.
nary hearing tonight.
outskirts
to
of
disarm
the
many
the
director
big
corporations
tempt
foreigners.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,
PAINS ALL OVER.
Houston, Tex. "For live years,"
says Mrs. L. Fulenchek, of this place,
"I suffered 'with pains all over. esrieci- Ully in my back and side, and was so
weak I could hardly do my houseA friend told me of Cardui.
work.
Since taking it, I feel so much better! Now I can do all my housework, and pains don't bother me any
more at all."
Cardui is a strength-buildinmedicine.
Fifty years oi
success has produced
Its
amongst
many users, confidence in Cardui and
what it will do.
During this time,
Cardui has relieved the female ailments of over a million women. Why
not yours? Try it todoy. Your druggist sells it.

ST.

U

TUESDAY

mands upon his time has accomplished the remarkable job of reading
practically every known work dealing
with the history of the southwest and
his references given after each chapter for a complete bibliography
of
"New Mexicana."
The average man
has no idea of the tremendous magnitude of the task of going over all
these authorities, a task which has
A white laundry soap free
been done with the greatest care and
thoroughness.
The first volume con- from rosin, which saves your
tains 180,000 words of text, and 2,420,-00clothes and doubles their life.
words of notes, not counting the
Rosin hardens and breaks the
bibliography and index. Says the Althreads of fabrics, particubuquerque Journal:
"New Mexico is considerably indebtand in time ined to Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell of larly woolens,
them.
jures
Las Vegas for the monumental historSunny Monday
ical work, the first volume of which washes woolens and flannels
IIMim
he is now getting ready for publicawithout the least danger of
tion.
It represents an appalling
THE DAILY BQUKD
and colored goods
shrinking,
amount Of research anil invpstlVnHnn
without
over
fading.
25 years and will form
covering
a rererence work of inestimable value.
Sunny Monday also contains a
To a Work Horse.
dirt-startwhich saves half
(For our Dumb Animals by Luella C. Colonel Twitchell has done New Mexico a signal service."
the rubbing.
Pole.)

THE LITTLE STORE

We Have
Sweet Peas Seeds
Bulk and Packages

Established 1856.

EEE2!Z3ESSffi2HCC5ffiI3a

i'Iii liHW

MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

0

White Goods For Spring
Our beautiful lines for Spring repre-

sent the most complete assortment
of choicest White

Frabrics both
and
We
show the best
fancy
plain.
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

W

IIP.)!

j

Ainter Grocery Co.
y
WE

Corner Plaza. Ssnta Fe.

Bros. jCo.

dipan

g

25 Varieties.

Southern

Incorporated 1903

I.

4a

No.

Telephone

mar-velo- us
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THE N.
Thou faithful servant of thy master, SAME OLD CAUSE AT
CHICAGO
BOTTOM OF TROUBLE.
man!
Compact of brawn and sinew, strong
Corsinio Anaya Imbibed too- - Much man, president of the society yesterof limb
Corn Juice and Imagined He
day. "The suggestion has met with,
Art thou, O toiler, and thy whole life's
Was a Comanche.
general approval here and there is no
span
doubt that a general spring clean-u(Taos Valley News.)
Is but one round of servitude for him
nas Been some time since any in Albuquerque Is badly needed.
it
n
Who doth too oft, alas, hold thee as
of the west has seen a rider j urday, April 8, has been
H
suggested as
naught
urge his pony up onto the board side-- the date for Clean-uDay and,
But beast of burden; how thy steam walk, tear up the
street, regardless of the meeting tomorrow will take some'
ing flanks
or
sunshine
pedestrians
soakers, who definite action in the matter."
And straining tendons speak of thy have begun their annual sittine ses
hnrrl Int
.u.
uu me uieps or stores ana
T0 WIFES GRAVE
"The 'poorest service is repaid with buildintrs or t ti,
:
W,TH REVOLVER AND WREATH.
limnlements wh
;
thanks,"
uur bnanespeare said, and thou, o; sidewalk room on portions of Fifth
o
,
m
...
a
auiuuiu, lexas, marcn zi.
i,.o
patient beast,
Requitted by mere shelter and thy
food.
style of entertainment on Tuesday 4iwt Grcmdman, a
carpenter, came
Dost well deserve thy master's thanks, last, some of the
this city and purchased a revolver
lauf';ea;to
with
at least
V1ST and a wreath of flwer
d started
m
Iy t return to the
Aye, more, his love as well as grati of the win?
His ac
cemetery.
more
vest,
recent
tude;
f the
.thc.
te"tfon
to
scattered
o
shelter
like
flock
No chattel thou, merely to serve
wuv ucucvt'u lutii
coniem
a
chickens
barnyard
when
hawk sails
man's need,
plaed suicide at the grave of his wife
into view.
But helpful friend, O trusty steed.
placed under arrest. AcThe cause of Anaya's spectacular and he was
II.
cording to the information gathered
stunt
was
old
the
which
one,
has
been
No fiery Bucephalus art thou;
the officers, Grondraan
slept on
the
for hilarity and trouble, by
of his wife last night. When
Thy rugged form, thy slow and plod- sinceagent
it was first discovered that, corn the grave
taken to the police headquarters, the
ding gait
juice would intoxicate, and that. iin- - revolver he had
Adapt thee to the humble dray and rtpr tta oioc.t; C
purchased and the
S
ath of flowers were taken from the
plow,
a domesticated
man and he was detained for further
But in the ease thou bearest mighty untamed and a sane man
irrational.
It Is believed that
freight
In other and more effete sections, con-du- investigation.
grief over the death of his wife six
There is a power akin to majesty;
like Anaya's goes on the justice's months
or more ago has unbalanced
Thy quivering nostrils and thy glow- docket under the homely but obvious
his reason. Grondman
is fifty-siing eyes
entry, D. and D. '
years old and has been a resident of
Denote thy quick response to symSame nere. Standing unnn rim this
city twenty-si- x
years.
pathy,
threshold of statehood, we want to
thou
The words of loving praise that
our
prove
to
worthiness
mn
step over. I
RPWisn D IIU ... .
.
.WW
dost prize
ana tO snow our
ennfi faith wo Ann
in.. reauers
j
oi mis paper win be
Ofttime3 more than thy provender per the civic garments "
prescribed by civi- - pleased to learn that there Is at least
chance.
e Ulscara one dreaded disease that science
has
acts once considered orthodox
Ah, patient beast as daily thou dost
a hi
.
n
CO
.
...
a
vut, weu mviLe ine
tunnv lual n.
18
aiarrn. jian s (Jatarrh Cure
t
Upon the wearying rounds that cir
only positive cure now
cumstance
mo
""
f
utility t0 the medial fmtemlHr Potn
Hath set for thee, no creature here bastile, and on the morning following
a constitutional disease, requires
ing
below
to
him
increase
request
the emmtv a constitutional
treatment Hall's
Should in man's true esteem hold high funds by such an amount as the court
seems right. In other words, Billy Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, act
er Dlace
ing airectiy upon the blood and muThan thou, O noblest server of our Santistevan arrested Corsinio Anaya, cous
surfaces of the system, thereby
him
with
ofthe
charged
unrefined
race.
fense denominated drunk and disor- destroying the foundation of tha disease, and giving the patient Btrength
Brick for Estancla E. Romero re derly, and on Wednesday morning he by building up the constitution
and
stood in the judicial presence of Lee
ceived two carloads of brick yesterday
Witt, J. P. The little exhibition nf assisting naaire in doine Its wort
from Santa Fe, for his new store.
wild west cost the exhibitor five simo- - The proprietors have so much faith in
Daily Herald.
leons, which the paid, and left town its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
Salt For Esoanola The New Mexi Dy the road.
co Salt Co. shipped a car load of salt
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
yesterday to Espanola, N. M. Estan CLEAN-UDAY IN
cia Daily Herald.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo,
ALBUQUERQUE ON APRIL 8, Ohio.
Received Fatal Injuries Ray Faber
of Mountainair, Torrance county, was
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
thrown from his buggy in a runaway, Civic Improvement Society of Duke
Take Hall's Family Pills for
City Held an Important Session
and died of his Injuries. He was aged
This Afternoon.
24 years and was unmarried. His remains have been shipped to Hoxie,
N. M.. March
21.
Albuquerque
WOOD'YS HACK
Kansas, for interment.
He Got Too Gay Jose Cruz Barela. There will be an important meeting of
who hails from Truchas, but who got the Civic Improvement Society of AlProm
too gay at Penasco, is in the county buquerque at 4 o'clock this afternoon
BARRANCA
TAOS
jail here, and will remain for 60 days at the Central school at which all
because he fired a pistol in a settle members and citizens generally are in Meets Both North
South
ment contrary to the statutes in such vited to be present.
Bounds
Trains.
"We shall discuss the matter of ask
cases made and provided. He was acLeaves Barranca on the arrival oi
companied from Penasco to Taos bv ing the mayor to proclaim a clean-uthe
north bound train and arrive at
as
have
done in Roswell and
they
John Smith, deputy sheriff, on Mon day,
Taos at 7 p. m.
other
said
GoodDr.
cities,"
Taos
Taylor
News.
day.
Valley
Ten' miles shorter than any other
Battle of Saguache
Fifty vears aeo
way. Good covered hack and good
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
teams.
Saturday occurred the battle of SaguaOINTMENT is guaranteed to ear
che, which is of especial interest here PAZOcase
dcn to Mate.
of Itching. Blind, Bleedlngor Pro.
TilingCorafortafcle
any
ea-grbecause our good friend Captain Simp- truding Plies in 6 to 14
days or money reson was in the fight, and there killed funded, 60e.
his first Indian and received a wound
in the head, the scar of which he still
We
Up
carries. In the following veara the
saw
captain
plenty of fighting and exciting campaigns. Taos Valley News.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL
CASH PUECHAStS

WITH

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin
' Dimity

Persian Lawns
Long Cloth
Flaxon
Voile

Batiste

p

Sat-tow-

THE

HERE'S

WORKER!

WONDER

1

This engine can be attached to your
pump and working In ten minutes
after you take It off your wagon. No
belts, arms, pump Jack or fixtures to
buy. No special platform to build.

p

A

Great Array of Dainty Materials
TemptinglyPriced

,

.

L

w

nwJ

,i fiWET
r

a4!

FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE

l

P. O. Box 219

CITY

Phone 39

s

CAlU'Jii I
Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals,
Can be used for other work
pumping. Has special pulley
purpose. Let me demonstrate

per hour.
when not

dv.yth
L

"T. a"Ae
i'"1,

for this
it to you.

FRANK F. GORMLEY.

FITS AX Y PI'Af V
and Makes It Him

a"ilnI'"al

Wholesale
&

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

x

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

"'..

hlT

Sole Agents For

ZtoJ

FOOD.

ALFALFA SFFn
All Kinds of Flowers and
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk andPackaee.

KI45

GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA FE'

LEO HERSCH

25545

LUMBER & COAL YAR
Lumber and all kinds

T

knol
V-

i

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

LINE

,

Phone Red 100

THOMAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

TO

p

Fine New Line of

PAPAGO INDIAN BASKETS
New Lot of Small Extra
Fancy
Gray Navajos here this Week. Be
Sure to see them before they all go.

FARE

It Will Soon Be From the Press and
Will Establish His Reputation
as a Scholar.
a
A glance at the advance Droof sheets
oi Leading Facts in New Mexican
History," the first volume nf whlfh
will soon be published in an edition of
1,500 copies by Colonel Ralph Emerson Twitchell of Las Veeas immprtl.
"
ately shows that this work is to be the

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

Phone Black 109.

:-

.

i

CUT FLOWERS

greatest

ROSES. CARNATIONS, NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS
SWEET PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS
:: :;
WEDDING

BOUQUETS,

TABLE DECORATIONS,

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

5-

FUNERAL

h-

-

r

DESIGNS.

.

i

achievement, historically
speaking, in the annals of southwest
ern records.
By an industry which
is little short of marvelous rninnd
Twitchell, who has been working on
mis iasic lor more than 25 years, has
succeeded in compiiine: a nrantwiitr
complete historical record from the
earliest known Indian trihes
for
back as archaeology hna
Colonel Twitchell, although a
profes
I sional
man witn extranrrHna
!

MARCH

ook's Pharmacy
Phone 2 1 3

LOT

OF

Wood-Davi-

Hardware Co.

s

If Its Hardwark We Have it.

Phone 14.

phone 14.

WHOLESALE

Wood

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON

Yankee

Lump

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
oawea vvooa ana Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
f2STOi7SSK
Telephone

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
FOR

AIF

'l!!Eroved
unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola
Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the
Tesuque at a Bargain.;

Modern Residences for Rent.
COLONEL TWITCHELL'S
MONUMENTAL HISTORY.

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Galisteo Sts.

S5" SS5.00

HaveBuiIt

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

&

WHOLE

WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR
BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH' ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF
HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.

Fa

y

A

Corner Water

NEED A

P

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Phone Red 100

FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU

l

EUGENIO ROMERO
of building material

hn

'

pe-e-

INTERNATIONAL STOCK

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

!n

R M. JONES.

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have every
modern facility for fur&lsbing the
very best wvigh or dressed
Lumber
of every description.
We are thue
enabled to make the very heat prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on yeur

THE RIG YOU WANT
is here. "Whether it be a runabout,
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
can furnish you with one that will
make your drive a Pleasure.
OUR LIVERY STABLE
caters to those who want a
outfit. All of our horses are
live ones, and sleek in appearance.
We Will fill your errlpr nrnmntlv
satlsfacterily and at a moderate price!

Charles W. Dudrow

B. P. WILLIAMS
Succesor to
WILLIAMS & RISING

contracts.

-

WINDS

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Staglo
Baggies, Surries, Saddle Hones.

first-clas-

C&L 'Phone 9
CHA5. CLOSSON

Wkfe
Drivers

Don

Real

if

Jhrrffitof

Fflfjfctaj. '

Owpsr Av.

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but
they can be made less annoyinr.
we
can
Perhaps
help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to
keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

of exposure to the March winds.

103

Palace Ave.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

fHE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN', SANTA FE, N.
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TAKE IT IN TIME.

0

s

Waiting aoesnt pay.
If you neglect the aching back,
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
follows.
Dean's Kidney Pills relieve backache,
Cure every kidney lit
Com
Albuquerque
Santa Fe citizena endorse them.
Alberto Garcia, Gallsteo St., Santa
Fe
on Its
pliments Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasScenic Drives
ure to corroborate the public statement I gave in favor of Doan's Kid
ney Pills about seven years ago. I BUT
ITS ONLY II STARTER
found them to be an excellent remedy
and I have never hesitated to vouch
for their merit whea an opportunity
Taos
has been presented. For two years Highway to Pecos and to
Will
World
I was in bad shape from backache and
Open Up a
of Wonders.
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kid
ney Pills were brought to my notice,
I resolved to try them. They not only
(From Albuquerque Journal)
drove away the backache, but reguAfter reaching Bernalillo the road
lated the passages of the kidney secretions and toned up my entire sys- becomes fairly good, and after the
tem. When my back hes bothered me Galisteo is crossed at Algodones the
during the past two and a naif years, newly built Camino Real, which darts
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney across the country in great tangents,
Pills and they have never failed, to form a splendid highway which needs
only travel and packing down to bebring relief."
For sale by all druggists. Price 50 come an Ideal speedway. After crosn
cents.
Co., Buffalo, sing the mesa from Algodones the deNew York, sole agents for the United scent is made steeply to the quaint
old town of La Bajada, at the foot
States.
Remember the name Doan's and of the La Bajada hill, where one of
take no other.
the most remarkable feats of road
building in the Southwest is encountered. This is a famous hill. In the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
e
old Santa Fe trail days a
Not Coal.)
(07042
stage, so the legend runs, was dashed
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. over the precipice by Indians. The
ruins of the old 'dobe stage station are
March 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Ramon visible, and Mr. Hickox, who is an old
Martinez y Lujan of Lamy, N. M., who, timer and knows the old trail well,
on November 14, 1905, made home- pointed to a heap of crumbling earth
where he many times in past years
stead entry No.
for SB
Section 10, Township 14 N., Range 11 3topped for rest and refreshment in
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice a substantial building.
of intention to make final five year
The Wonderful La Bajada Hill.
proof to establish claim to the land
The La Bajada hill is nothing else
above described, before Register and
than the precipitous edge of a black
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa lava
mesa, which the old road scaled
N.
on
5th
the
of
M.,
Fe,
day
May,
by rocky ways at a terrifying pitch.
1911.
The new road is a marvel of road
Claimant names as witnesses:
Back and forth across the
Augustin Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. building.
M.; Enrique Martinez, Pedro Mar- face of the beetling cliff is built a
tinez, Antonio Jose Garcia, all of series of switchbacks with every
curve fortified by retaining walls and
Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
parapets of lava rock, wide enough
Register. for a big automobile with careful
In the
handling to make the turn.
ma
case
of
and
Overland
the
Thomas
FOR
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
chines on the trip, it was necessary
Small Holding Claim No. 1418.
(Serial 012528 Not Coal, Pecos For- to do a litle backing at several of
the turns, but the light machines made
est).
them easily. The road rises nearly a
Department of the Interior,
thousand feet, and the top of the asUnited States Land Office.
cent is more than a quarter of a
(Republication)
mile laterally distant from the botSanta Fe, N. M., March 15, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that the fol tom.
Standing at the top a man can
lowing-nameclaimant has filed" no- - tos3 a pebble and hit the road at a
tice of his intention to make final dozen different levels. The grading is
proof in support of his claim under done so skillfully that the ascent is
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March easy all along and the building of this
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended; road is a triumph of engineering skill
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 which can hardly be equalled in the
stats., 470), and that said proof will west.
be made before Register and Receiver at U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. The view from the top is magnifia tremendous sweep of country
M.( on May 5, 1911, viz: Nicario Quin-tan- cent;
Rio Grande far to the west.
the
with
of Rowe, N. M., for the claim
Before reaching this hill, however,
1418, being the W
SW
Sec. 28,
and between here and Alagodones, a
SH
NE
and the NE 4 SE
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M. scenic feature is a deep cut through.
He names the following witnesses a hill, the sides of which are almost
to prove his actual continuous adverse perpendicular and some forty feet
possession of said tract for twenty, high with a steep ascent on either
years next preceding tne survey of side.
the township, viz:
From the crest of La Bajada the
Vicente Quintana,' Antonio Roybal, road sweeps in long,
straight line3
both of Pecos, N. M., Cleofes Garcia, across the undulating mesa to Santa
Cayetano Garcia, both of Rowe, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
TUB TALE OP A PAIL.
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of The big problem of manufacturers of
the Interior Department why such food products has been to devise a
proof should not be allowed will be package for their products which will
insure the housewife getting them sweet,
given an opportunity at the
fresh, without deterioration.
time and place to
In this connection a very ingenious
the witnesses' of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal package has been invented for the protection of Cotto!ene. The pai!s in which
of that submitted by claimant.
Register. this cooking fat is packed (it is never
sold in bulk) have a special cover forced
MANUEL R. OTERO,
on by machinery and then sealed. This
makes the pail absolutely
and
If you want anything on earth try
Cottolene will keep indefinitely as fresh
a New Mexican Want Ad.
and as sweet as the day it was made.

MANUFACTURES III
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represents the difference between the
cost of materials used and their value after the manufacturing processes

A Poor Weak Woman

.0

have been expended upon them and
At the is termed, will endure hrovely and patiently
In 1909 the
they become products.
agonies which a itronjj man would give way under.
value added by manufacture was
The fact is women ore more patient than they ought
!
o d under such troubles.
j $4,455,000
and in 19u4, $:,40,'K, an
1
fV
Every woman ought to know that she may obtain
increase of $95,000, or 28 per cent.
1
the
experienced medical advice free of charge
I
Census Bureau's Summary The value added by manufacture in and most
in absolute confidence and privacy by writing to
X
jr
1909 formed 59 per cent of the product
R
ffi) if '"'i:.T
the World's DisnensarV Medirul Association.
V.
for the Territory for
w
were a dozen automobiles. The party
while in 1904 It was Gl per cent.
Pierce, M.D., President, Buffalo. N.Y. Dr. Pierce
has
Invalid-.been
chief
of
nlivsicinn
was headed by Superintendant of Terthe
'
consulting
Year 1909
Miscellaneous
include
expenses
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y., for
ritorial Schools, J. E. Clark and Supsuch items as rent of factory or works,
many years and has had a wider practical experience
erintendent of the Sunta Fe Indian
taxes, and amount paid for contract
in the treatment of women's diseases than any other physician in this country.
Clinton
J.
School,
Crandall, with their GR4TIFYINGGRDWTH
His medicines are
s
SHOWN work, which will appear separately in
for their astonishing efficacy.
Carter cars which have found considthe final reports, as well as such items
The most perfect remedy ever devised for weak sod delierable vogue in Santa Fe.
In the
of office and other expenses as can not
cate women is Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
crowd were Dr. RoIIb and Messrs. Value of Products
In 1909 the
elsewhere be classified.
IT MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG,
$7,599,000,
Walker and Owen, also with Carteft;
amount was $813,000 and in 1904,
Cent
Increase
33
Per
in
SICK WOMEN WELL.
Bronson
M.
Cutting, the New
The many and varied symptoms of woman's peculiar ailments are fully set
$l29,i'00, an increase of $384,000, of
Five Years.
York
millionaire wilh a Steph- forth in Plain FniSlUh in the People's Medical Adviser (10OH pages), a newly
9fl per cent.
The average miscellanJohn
car;
March
revised and
Edition of which,
eous cxiense per establishment in
will he mailed free on
with a Hupmobile,
Charles Closson
receipt of 31 one-ceWashington, March 21 A prelimi 1909 was $2,000, while in 1904 it was
stamps to pay cost of mailing only. Address as above.
with an E. M. F. machine, and others.
nary statement of the funeral results $2,200.
Charles Catron in a big Lozier met the of the census of
manufacturers for the
The salaries ai.d wages in 1909
before
party
they reached Santa Fe. territory of New Mexico was issued amounted to $2,792,000 and in 1904 to GYPSUM INDUSTRY
act, approved December 23, 1910, and
The fact that such a large and enthuIN THE UNITED STATES. the sum of $37,400 for rents was aptoday by Census Director Durand. It j $2,417,000. an increase of $375,000,
siastic crowd of Santa Fe people made consists of a summary
comparing the or 1C per cent.
propriated making a grand total of
the twenty-fou- r
mile run to welcome
figures for 1904 'and infi?, by territorThe number of salaried officials and Production Was 2,252.785 Short Tons about one and a half million dollars.
the Albuquerqueans gives some Idea ial
in 1909. Appropriations for Geototals, prepared under the direct- clarks in 1909 was 315, while in 1904
of the deep Interest taken by Santa Fe ion of Mr. William M.
Stueart, chief it was 224, the number increasing 91,
logical Survey.
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
in the completion of a good automo of the division of manufactures of
or 41 per cent.
bile road between the two cities, and
1909
In
the total quantity of gyp- (From the New Mexican of this date
The average number of wage earncloser business and social relations
Steam laundries are given a separ- ers increased from 3.47S in 1904 to sum mined in the l'nite! States was
1891.)
between the capital and the metropo- ate presentation, because the ThirNo train on the narrow gauge yes3,903 in 1909, an increase of 425, or 12 2,252,785 short tons, an increase of
lis of the new state.
teenth Census was the first in which per cent.
nearly 31 per cent over the production terday. Cause, too much snow and
There are now about forty cars in they were canvassed, and therefore,
of 190S, which was 1,721,829
short sand storms along the route.
Summary for the Territory.
Santa Fe and some one is buying a there are no statistics for
cenThe comparative summary for the tons, and an increase of more than
prior
J. I). Allan has taken hold of the
new machine every day or so. Santa suses with which these totals can be
28 per cent over that of 1907, which
territory, 1904 and 1909, follows;
work of getting subscriptions to pay
Fe has magnificent roads in every di prepared.
Number of establishments, 1909, was 1,751,748 short tons. There was for concerts for the
rection and the "Sena drive," over
plaza.
The figures are preliminary and sub- - 310, 1904, 199,
of
The tax sales are proceeding very
increase, 56 per cent; a large increase in the quantity
which the visitors were taken yester l ject to such change and correction
sold with calcining and slowly; during the entire week but
$7,396,000,
9u(, $4,638,-000- , gypsum
day morning, is one of the finest as may be found necessary from fur- capital, 1909, 59
cost, of ma- used principally as land plaster and one sale has been made; people have
increase,
cent;
per
of
kind
in
its
so
con
America,
things
ther examination of the original re- terials used, 1909, $3,144,000, 1904, as an ingredient, of Portland cement no confidence in these tax
sales and
noisseurs say. It is about seven miles ports.
$2,236,000, increase, 41 per cent; sal- and in paint, but a drop of about 11 they are right.
in length, following the high ridges
The Thirteenth Census, like that of aries and
The sales of
wages, 1909, $2,792,000, 1904, cents a ton in value.
The contract for the erection of Mr.
of the foothills north of Santa Fe 1904, with reference to
manufacturers, $2,417,000, increase 16 per cent; mis- gypsum calcined for plaster showed
on
one
George W. Knaebel's frame cottage on
side and the Jemez differs from the Twelfth Census
range
of cellaneous expenses,
1909,
$813,000, not only a large increase in quantity, upper Falace avenue was
let this
range far to the west, with the beau- 1900, in that the two later censuses
1904, $429,000, increase 90 per cent; but an increase in value at the mills morning to Frank H. Ogden.
tiful Tesuque valley spread out in excluded the hand
The
the build- value of products,
trades,
30
cents a ton. Gyp building is to be completed by June 1
1909,
$7,599,000, averaging nearly
plain view and a prospect toward Al- ing trades, and the neighborhood insum was
in sixteen states next, and will cost about $2,800.
buquerque limited only by the formid- dustries, and took account only of 1904, $5,706,000, increase, 33 per cent; and two produced
territories besides Alaska.
value added by manufacture (products
Edw. Henry who has been mayor of
able bulk of the Sandia mountains.
establishments conducted under the less cost of
materials), 1909, $4,455,-000- , The largest production was reported East Las Vegas for the past two years.
Good Roads Bring Good People.
In
census
the
last
factory system.
Michigan and Iowa may be nominated again for that of1904, $3,470,000, increase 28 per from New York.
The Albuquerque people were amaz also, as in that of 1904, statistics were
cent; employes (number of salaried occupied second and third places. The fice.
ed, at the building boom and era of not collected for factories
having a officials and clerks), 1909, 315, 1904, number of mills reporting production
The Las Vegas Optic wants the postdevelopment which has struck Santa product for the census year of a val224, increase 41 per cent;
average in 1909 was 91; the number reporting master at. East Las Vegas to run his
Fe. Handsome, substantial and artis ue less than $500, except that
in 190S was 88.
reports
office in better shape or have the of
tic new residences are going up every- were taken for establishments idle number of wage earners employed
The
the
1904
3,903,
1909,
tariff bill of fice abolished.
year,
during
where and hundreds of thousands of during a portion of the year 1909, or
1909 reduced the import duties from
3,478, increase 12 per cent.
Pedro Simpson of Albuquerque is
dollars are' being spent on fine homes which began operation
that
50 cents to 30 cents a ton on crude candidate
for Steam Laundries.
Summary
for appointment as countj
at the capital this year. Cutting, the year, and whose productsduring
for sucli
The preliminary totals for steam gypsum and from $2.25 to $1.75 a surveyor of Bernalillo county and may
weajthy New York man alluded to. Is reason were less than $300.
ton on ground or calcined gypsum. receive the
appointment at the next
building a magnificent stucco bungaThe word "establishment" as used laundries for the territory of New The
increase in total value of gypsum meeting of the Bernalillo Board of
low on the crest of a hill and In the in the thirteenth census may mean Mexico in 1909 are as" follows:
Number of establishments, 8; capi- and gypsum products imported into County Commissioners.
center of fourteen acres of land which more than one mill or plant, provided
are to be transformed into grounds of they are controlled or owned and op- tal, $164,000; cost of materials used, the United States in 1909 over the
value of the import in 190S was less1
great artistic beauty.
The type of erated by a single individual, partner- $20,000; salaries and wages, $78,000;
"Foly'8 Honey and Tar is the best
residences being erected is generally ship, corporation, or other owner or miscellaneous expense, $30,000; value than 20 per cent; the increase in do- - cough remed7 1 ver used, as it
quick- mestic
was
31
cent.
production
per
far superior to those being put up in operator, and are located in the same of products, $156,000; employes (numu severe cougn inai naa
HLoppeu
The statistics of the production of
this city and many are the property city or town.
ber of salaried officials and clerks),
,on? trn,lhto- t w
of wealthy easterners who, it is said
The reports were taken for the cal- 16; average number of wage earners gypsum in 1909 were collected by the Prlncetin Nebr. Just g0
Lnited States Geological Survey in coare attracted to Santa Fe not only by endar year ending December 31, 1909, employed during the' year, 140.
,r Bpta ,n
Ko
nt
,
.
the climate and the scenery, but by wherever the system of bookkeeping
rv
operation with the Bureau of the n,AB i,
j
Census, and the compilation of the re- - Refus 8Ubstitutes.
the splendid roads which may be permitted figures for that period to be GIDDINGS SOLILOQUY IN
Phar-plie- s
Capital
to the numerous and detailed
found in every direction and the like secured, but where the fiscal
A TAOS CEMETERY.
niacy.
year of
of which can be found nowhere around an establishment differed from the calinquiries contained in the general cen-- !
Albuquerque.
endar year a report was obtained for Who Were They and Whence Did sus schedule has delayed the publica-- ; FUNERAL OF MRS. MARY
tion or the statistics far beyond thej
BLAKE AT ALBUQUERQUE
"Just as a pointer to you fellows," the operation of that establishment
They Come, He Asks, in Gazing
time
at which the Geological Survey
.
one
for
fiscal
said
its
Santa Fe man yesterday
year falling most largely
Upon the Skeletons.
usually presents them to the public.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 21.
morning, you want to get some roads within the calendar year 1909.
"The gypsum industry in 1909," by Deeply impressive funeral services
and get them quickly, or Santa Fe is
In 1909 the three leading Industries
(Taos Valley News.)
going to leave you in the lurch.
in the territory, by value of products,
There is something grewsome as E. F. Burchard, an advanced chapter were held for Mrs. Mary Blake, in the
'We have a fair start on having the were lumber and timber products, well as pathetic in the sight presen- of the United States Geological Sur- - Church of the Immaculate Conception,
finest residence city in the Southwest $2,1G2,000; steam railroad repair shops ted where the crew of men is dig- vey's annual volume "Mineral Re-- at 9 o'clock yesterday morning. Mrs.
and I confidently
believe that our 11,952,000;
and the manufacture of ging to lay the foundation of the new sources," can be obtained free by ap-- ' Blake died at 5:30 o'clock yesterday
There are but two establish- Catholic church. Years ago the west plying to the director of the Survey at!vening, following an illness of sever- good roads have done more to attract coke.
al months.
Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S.
men of means here than any other ments engaged in the manufacture of front of the old building just raised, Washington
J., celebrated the requiem maBS yesU. S. Geological Survey.
one factor.
Every tourist who visits coke; consequently the figures can was a burying ground and now, a new
here raves over the magnificent moun not be shown without disclosing indi- generation, with a view to progress
Most of the appropriations for the terday morning, the services being attain drives. The Sena drive you, took vidual operation, but it may be stated and better conditions, is encroaching work of the United States Geological tended by the Married Ladies' Sodaliis only one of a dozen as imposing and that there has been a great Increase upon the territory devoted to those Survey are included in the great Gov- ty of the Immaculate
Conception
beautiful, and the Scenic Highway in the industry since the census of who once lived here as active forces ernment supply bill known as "An act church, and a large number of friends
and acquaintances.
Burial was in
in this community but of whose exis- making
route up the Santa Fe canyon is one 1904.
for sundry
appropriations
banta Barbara cemetery. The casket
tence no evidence now remains but civil expenses of the
of the finest or perhaps finest of the
The Per Cents of Increase.
Government,
wreatns oi oeaun- bunch.
Santa Fe has waked up, I tell
The summary shows an increase the yellow skulls and decaying bones popularly called the "sundry civil
f"
tn'bUte
are
and
that
over
and
is
Albucarelessly
it
that of 1904, and in the order of
you,
thoughtlessly bill." The bill for the fiscal year clos- significant that
Mends. The bearers were all close
.
querque and other cities have quit the per cent of increase the various thrown up with the dirt and rotten in .Tn sn 1Q19
friends of Mrs. Blake.
The active
boards of the caskets, to be carried tions for Survey work
referring caustically to our 'slumbers' items of inquiry rank as follows:
amounting to bearers were Messrs. P. F.
and
McCanna,
where
away
convenience
To
sum
here.
dumped
Miscellaneous expenses, 90 per cent,
it all up, Santa Fe
up
$1,205,520.
The principal items are as
James Boyce, Frank A. Murphy, H. S.
has begun to grow into a new city and capital, 59 per cent; number of es- or adaptability dictates.
follows;
Knight, J. It. Armijo and George
we regard our good roads as one of tablishments, 56 per cent; cost of maNo one standing by and watching Topographic
surveys
$350,000
The honorary bearers were
our most valuable, assets."
terials used, 41 per cent; number of the work, chatting and laughing, Geologic surveys
300,000 members
of the Sodality and were
The Santa Fe people are deserving salaried officers and clerks, 41 per seemed to have a thought nor care as Mineral resources of the
Mrs. Frank A. Murphy, Mrs. P. F. McUnited States
of a warm vote of thanks for the cor cent; value of products, 33 per cent; to what names these phantoms bore75,000
Canna, Mrs. David Keleher, Mrs. Wildial reception they accorded the visi- value added by manufacture, 28 per when they were what we are and had Chemical and physical reliam Chaplain, Mrs. Luke Walsh.
searches
tors and every member of the local cent; salaries and wages, 16 per cent; that spark which we, for want of a
40,000
party fully appreciate the heartiness average number of wage earners em- better name, have called life, hidden Geological Maps of the United
r
within that now useless, shattered-anStates
ployed during the y ?ar, 12 per cent.
of their greeting.
110,000
The number of establishments in- decaying physical frame.
Colonel Sellers was bu3y, as usual
What we Gaging streams, etc
150,000
tiilttTUL.tiAl
(I ihmiM bnAW
Tk
about the wonderful
and talked to about every official and creased from 199 in 1904 to 310 in are, they have been,, what they are we Surveying national forests . . . 75,000
i.AMARVELWhirJinaSorav
a
The
bill
will
we
shrink from the
also appropriates $160,000
be, and yet
every other citizen in the capital in 1909, gain of ill, or 5G per cent.
ii i pjrmgt.
Ml iteat
' ii i: iiMost
conven- The capital invested as reported in thought that, a quarter of a century for printing and binding Survey rethe slightest degree interested in the
lent, it cleanses
was
to
rewe
from
be
be
will
1909,
$2,75S-00a
now,
ports,
a3
roads
.instantly.
$7,390,000,
of
movement.
the
Public
He talked to
good
carelessly
expended by
gain
Auk vonrdmffiHdttnrlt.
or 59 per cent over $4,638,000 in garded and that for us there will be as Printer.
good advantage everywhere and the
tbe
It he cannot
Iu addition to these amounts the MARVEL, supply
The average capital per es little care or thought.
accept no
The change
visit will go far towards getting the 1904.
other, but lend ItamD for
book sealed. It nrrrej
two cities closer together and gaining tablishment was approximately $24.- - from life to death, from being some- sum of $100,000 for surveys in Alaska illustrated
full Ttartle.ulsrs and direeriotit In- 000 in 1909 and $23,000 in 1904. In this thing to being nothing in a physi- was included in the urgent deficiency
Talnable to ladles. M A If V E L O.
new enthusiasts for the road
Sid fttreet. J. iV Y" fc.
44
connection it should be stated that the cal sense is the action of but one
Inquiry contained in the census sched second in time and yet no change
ule calls for the total amount of capi- in all the world is so absolute and
AUTO ENTHUSIASTS
Of course, what is
APPOINT COMMITTEE. tal, both owned and borrowed and in- so irrevocable.
IOC PALAOB,:
vested in the business, but excludes left here is nothing, and yet, for what
AVE
Dr. J. M. Diaz and John, H. Walker the value of rented property, plant, or it once was, a something which the
AND SATISFACTORILY
DONE.
Will Solicit Members for Club
equipment, which was employed in most advanced science has failed
the conduct of manufacturing enter- wholly to explain and understand, one
in Santa Fe.
prises. In the final bulletins and re cannot fail to feel a certain respect
A meeting of the Santa Fe Automo ports the rentals paid for such proper- and awe.
bile club was held last night at the ty will be shown separately.
Piled one upon another, the Totte'n
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
The cost of material used in 1909 caskets, studded even yet with the or
office of the provisional president, Dr.
waa
M.
J.
$3,144,000 as against $2,236,000 in naments which custom has
Diaz, and it was decided to apRoswell, New Mexico.
always dic
point Dr. Diaz and John H. Walker 1904, an increase of $908,000, or 41 tated, could but fill one's heart with
"The West Point of the Southwest"
a committee of two to solicit mem' per cent The average per establishpathetic wonderings of what persons
Ranked by United States War Depart
bers. The initiation fee and dues will ment in 1909 was approximately
they must have held, and a feeling
Institution."
meat as "Distinguished
De
so
reasonable that many
liKeiy
while in 1904 it was $11,000.
In that even these inanimate useless and
War
enthusiasts will Join. It is proposed addition to the component materials
DepartArmy officers detailed by
DroKen pieces oi wnat were once
to have headquarters for the club and which enter into the
ment.
products of the parts of a human being should be re- 30 H. P.
$1,500
rent
or
build
a
to
be
possibly
garage
establishments for the census year buried out of respect for what they
Thorough Academic course, preparing
owned
club.
the
by
We
all
andcare
for
makes
life.
there
business
included
are
or
of
for
men
rent
repair
fuel,
power
were.
once
college
young
The' automobile clubs in other and heat, and mill
Great amount of open air work. Healthsupplies. The cost
GASOLINE .AND SUPPLIES.
in
east
the
met
cities,
have
especially
of materials, however, does not iniest location of any Military School in with great success. A few
NOW
IS
TIME
TO
ago
years
clude unused materials and supplies
Located in the beautiful
the Union.
SANTA FE GARAGE
Palace Ave.
the club in Washington, D. C, rented
SECURE A HOME.
Pern Vallpv ih arardpn ennt nf the
either for speculation or for
quarters at a well known hotel and bought
West-a- t
an elevation of 3790 feet above
met every Saturday night. There use during a subsequent period.
Amarillo, Texas,' March 21. For
Value of Products.
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
were many short talks on the auto
the past three months homeseekers
The
in
of
1909
value
was
products
rain or snow during session.
mobile and autoiBts, as well as on top
from the old states have poured into
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all ics of interest to men and women who $7,599,000 and $5,706,000 in 1904, an Texas and New Mexico as never be
drive cars or ride in them. The Sun increase of $1,893,000, or 33 per cent. fore in their history. The virgin
Carrying the IT. S. mail and pas- at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
fraduates from standard eastern colleges day newspapers always had lengthy The average per establishment was lands are
settled.
between Vaughn, N. M., and
becoming
sengers
gradually
Special automobiles furnished to acthoroughly furnished
accounts of the meetings of the club approximately $25,000 in 1909 and in Those who have come and their Roswell, N. M., connecting with ths commodate any number of
heated, lighted and modern in all respassengv. J
and many misunderstandlnes between 1904 about $29,000.
friends realize that in the matter of El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with an
pects.
The value i i products represents
the public, known as the "anti auto
procuring a home in the southwest land Railroads and the Atchison,
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
REGENTS--A. CAH00N President
crowd," and the automobilists were their selling value or price at the now is the time to act, for in the near
& Santa Fe Railroad.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ft
W,
HAMILTON,
gradually removed.
plants as actually turned out by the future, on account of the productiveLeaves
a.
ar
at
8:30
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com
m.,
Vaughn
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
factories during the census year and ness of the soil, values will rise rap- rive in Roswell at 3:30 p. m
munlcating with Manager of the
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
uoes not oi necessity nave any re idly.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., aiv
Auto Co , at Roswell, N.
at
Neutralize and remove the poisons lation to the amount of sales for that
andW. A. FINLAY.
rive in Vaughn at 6 P. m.
24 hours in advance. Rate to
least
that cause backache, rheumatism, year. The values under this head
For particulars and illustrated cataA Mother's Safeguard.
four ' or
Baggage allowance I 60 lbs. to special, $40 to accomodate
nervousness and all kidney and blad also include the amount received for
and
Tar
for
the
Honey
Foley's
logue address. CoL JAS W. WILSON,
each
excess
to
either
fewer
baggag
regular ticket,
passengers
point
der irregularities. ' xnejr nulla up work done on materials furnished by children.
Is best and safest for all
Superintendent
and restore the natural action of others.
coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough
(these vital organs. Capital Pharmacy.
The value added by manufacture Pharmacy.

GUY

Journal

Foster-MIlbur-

Fe; and this is the best part of the
route.
When
the Albuquerque
tourists
reached the summit of the hill they
found over forty Santa Fe citizens and
their wives and daughters and lady
friends lined up on the top of the
precipice, cheering and waving and
honking a welcome to the visitors,
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PRESIDENT

TAFT

AND

IE NEW MEXICAN,

SANTA

FE, N.

M.

THE

TARIFF.
HARRY D. MOl'LTON.
THEODORE N. ESPE.
President Taft has always leaned toTHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
ward free trade. It was he who was
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
MOULTON-ESP- E
insistent upon free trade with the
Editor and President.
and Superintendent.
Philippines; it was due to him that
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurehides were placed on the free list and
Santa Fe, New Mexico
if Washington dispatches are correct,
Entered as Second Clasi Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
he is said to favor free trade in wool.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$3.50 This is unfortunate. He may be looksix montha, by mail
at the question from a broad na23
Dally, per week, by carrier
1.00 ing
Weekly, six months
tional and even world aspect, but
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
2.00 New Mexico and his home state of
65 Weekly, rer year
Daily, per month, by mail
50 Ohio, can regard it only from the
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Life
Daily, per year, by mail
The destandpoint of
induswool
struction of the
growing
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
try in New Mexico cannot be regardBonds
The New Mexican ia the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to ed with equanimity for there will be
Loans
to compensate for its loss.
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation nothing
Free hides have not brought cheaper)
among tie Intelligent and progressive people ol the Southwest.
shoes, nor will free wool bring cheap
er clothing, though it may help the
kind which in
New England woolen goods manufac nouncements of that
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
de
turers. The country has prospered part compensate for the temporary
statehood.
in
to
and
lay
under the protective tariff
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
New Mexico it seems that it is invitinteresting
STATEHOOD STOCK.
concerned, at least. It
BIG BALANCE IN TREASURY.
ing disaster to depart from that polithe
to
whether
pronounced cy.
speculate
Statehood stock has taken an upPAUL A. F. WALTER
constitu-- !
ward turn since President Roosevelt's championship of Arizona's
Attorn
(Continued From Page One.)
However, the latest Washington re
admission
Arizona's
or
tion
rather,
advoaddress at Phoenix yesterday
New Mexlce
Santa Fe,
ports have it that President Taft is
to
tend
will
constitution
under
this
will
cating the immediate admission of influence Mr. Taft to waive his well convinced the country desires, and camp to Socorro. This news
of
Arizona under its present constituought to desire, a further revision of doubtless bring joy to the hearts
Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley
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This is the actual experience
on Friday evening last from an ab- arbitrators to whom any one of us
U. S. FIDELITY & GUARANTY COMPANY
faction to be had from them per yd. 12-1- -2
sence of some months in California.
may be compelled at any moment to Anne Croman, Santa Rosa, Cali., with
Taos Valley Sews.
District Managers
turn for protection of life, limb or the wonderful D. D. D. prescription,
An excellent line of linens in white and
Mateo Lujan, assistant commission- property? What will become of that the mild wash that gives instant reMUTUAL LIFE INS. COMPANY OF NEW YORK?
er of the land office, is in Taos today protection if our system of govern- lief in all form of skin trouble.
Sales Agents
25c up
on business, it being his first trip to ment should
plain colors
D. D. D. is the proven Eczema Cure.
subject him to the rage
SANTA FE REALTY COMPANY.
the burg. Taos Valley News.
of
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skin
all
the
suwhen
he
of
the
asserts
the
impurities
mob,
W. H. Jack, a prominent cattleman
Having secured the contract to sell the property of the Santa Fe Realty
washes away blotches and pimples,
premacy of the law in the face of un- of Silver City, and a member of the
Co., we can locate you in most any part of the City. We have also the sale
clamor? Who of us viil be secure leaving the skin as smooth and heal- Teritorial Cattle Sanitary Board, is at just
of about 8000 acres in one of the. best Land Grants in New Mexico.
in all that we hold dear of our judges thy as that of a child.
the Palace hotel.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Offices 119 San Francisco St.
Get a 23c trial bottle of his wondercan only retain their places by consult-WE ALSO CARRY THE TISSUE VOILE
Ross McMillan who has resigned, as
of the crowd in- ful Eczema Cure today and keep it
fever
the
ing
passing
supervisor of the Carson reserve, and stead of the laws of the land?
in the house.
had his headquarters in Antonito,
"A glib, cheap answer is made by the
We know that D. D. D. will do all
in
F
is
the
city.
Colo.,
or
is claimed for it. Capital Phar
that
democratic
govadvocates
purely
Summers Burkhart. of Albuquerque.
U
the well known attorney and secre- ernment when objection is made to macy.
COME IN AND SEE OUR STOCK BEFORE YOU BEGIN YOUR
R
'You do not trust the
tary of the Democratic central com- their schemes:
.
SEWING, IT WILL PAY YOU WELL.
N
mittee of New Mexico, is at the Mon people," they say. On the contrary, it
trust
not
is
do
the
who
people. The
they
I
tezuma hotel.
"Charles A. Stevens, sheriff of Lin- Their whole program is based on the
T
coln county, passed through Estancia assumption that the people are unfit
U
this morning on his return from Santa or unable to choose honest and faith& Co PRICE MAKER
W. N.
In
ful representatives.
LCTIIES BUILDER
R
Fe." E3tancia Daily HeTald.
"Under such a system the people
"Mrs. John Block came in from SanE
and
ta Fe this morning, where she under- abandon all
of sober second thought, Exactly what our quality
went an operation." Estancia Daily
based on accurate information and
Herald.
means. We have only
O
Judge Jesse G. Northcutt, promi- thorough discusBion before condemnservants."
the
nent
of
Trinidad, Colo., pass- ing
attorney
F
me oest selected ac- -i TO OPEN SPRING SEASON WE WILL HAVE
ed through Lamy yesterday on his
The attorney general in conclusion
way to Socorro, where he has busi- strongly endorsed President Taft's
cording toour knowledge;
ness before Judge Merrit C. Mechem. plan for reciprocity Tuth Canada. He
cata
John
McDermott,
prominent
Q
pointed out that the total gross tonCommencing
and experience. In drugs
tle man of Durango, Colo., is at the nage of the American
mercantile
U
Montezuma accompanied by Mrs. M. marine for the year 1909 registered
this means the best reA
F. Fulcher and Miss F. Firebaugh, his at all Atlantic and gulf ports, was
L
relatives. They are on their way to 3,900,394 tons and with the lake ports
-sults to both doctor and
California for a vacation.
I
2,783,481 tons.
v
Teague Ray, the prominent Mason
T
"Only a vexatious revenue tariff
patient.
from Guthrie, Oklahoma, here to atOf Ladies Muslin Underwear
and
Y
tend the funeral of Colonel Harper S. burdens the exchange of trade
If we haven't got what you
Embroideries and Laces all 191 1
Cunningham
last, will commerce between us," he said. "The
Thursday
amount
of
Canadian
proleave today for his home. He was aggregate
New Patterns and Designes
for
want we'll get
The amount of
registered at the Montezuma yester- ducts is not lafge.
Furniture and House Furnishings of all Kinds-- duties collected by us upon them i3
Everything Reduced to Bottom
day.
you with as little delay
Charles S. Peterson, formerly of inconsiderable; the amount collected
Prices.
this city, but now a resident of Den- by Canada upon our exports to her
as
possible.
ver, arrived last night from Santa Fe. shores is trivial. Her labor Is of the
LADIES ARE ESPECIALLY INVITED TO CALL'.NO TROUBLE T0ISI10W GOOD S
Honest Prices.
Mr. Peterson is a promoter of person same character as ours. No principle
High Grade Goods
al publicity, being engaged in the of protection to oqr home industry
of a book entitled "Rep is, therefore, involved in establishing
AKERS-WAGN- ER
FURNITURE
COMPANY. compilation
resentative New Mexicans." Las Ve the greatest freedom of trade and
ADOLF SEUGMAN DRY GOODS CO
"THE QUALITY DRUGGISTS"
commerce between the United States
gas Optic.
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
.
Artist ami Forest danger Bert and Canada.
Phillips of Taos, has left Santa Fe.
The days of isolated national life
Phone Red 161.
West Side Plaza.
for the east. He will take in the are past. We can no
longer look at
exhibition
and
art
at
big
Philadelphia
REAL ESTATE.
SURETY BONDS.
INSURANCE.
our next door neighbors as aliens or
will also stop at New York. Then he
Their interests are in a
will stop at Hudson, N. Y., his birth- strangers.
THE PRIC- ETHE NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY executes bonds of suretyship of
large measure bound up with ours. In
and
home
of
the
his
place
parents,
kind
and
loss
It
guarantees
description.
against
practically every
from which point he will head homersr v.
DOES NOT ALWAYS
ward.
by burglary or theft, either banks, mercantile houses or private
STOPPED THOSE PAINS.
Mr. and Mrs. Jose Montaner and
residences.
Copper Hill, Va. .Mrs. Ida Connor.
D1SIQNATE A BARGAIN
Miss Domitilla Read, (daughter of of this place, says i 'For
I had
years
We are in position to give applications, from any locality
Hon. B. M. Read of Santa Fe) return- a pain in my risht side, and T vna
lr v i
ed on Wednesday evening' from Den- very sick with
in the Territory immediate attention. Notary's Bonds
I QUALITY
womanly troubles.
been for a week, tried different doctors but could
where
had
ver,
they
executed without delay.
get
combining business with pleasure. no relief.
I had given up all hope of
SHOULD BE
They report a very pleasant trip, bar ever getting well. I took Cardui, and
For rates and
ring the drive from here to the rail it relieved the pain in my
FIRST CONSIDERAand
side,
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
road station. Taos Valley News.
inform a t i o n
now I feel like a new person.
is
It
TION OF' THE GRO& Insurance Agency.
Santa Fe
a wonderful medicine." Many women
call on or Room No. Abstract, Realty
WICKERSHAM GIVES ARIZONA
are completely worn-ou-t
CERIES YOU EAT.
8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. .
and discouraddress.
.,A. LEFT- - HANDED BLOW
aged on account of womanly troubles.
Warns Nation Against Overthrow of Are you? Take Cardui, the woman's CHEAP
tonic.
Its record shows that it will
309
Representative Government and
you.
Why wait?
help
Try it toof
Recall.
Principle
are
at
Groceries
Ask your druggist about it
expensive
Cleveland, O., March 21. Dedica day.
PUMPS, OXFORDS
any price, We guar a n t e e
tory exercises of Cleveland's $4,000,- A
OPENING
000 federal building were concluded
every article we sell to give
and
last night with a, banquet under the
satisfaction or you MONEY
Coffee
LADIES HAND BAGS STRICTLY
GOODS
E
auspices of the Chamber of Commerce,
BACK.
ai wuicn 6ov ui me ciiy a leading men
IN GENUINE LEATHER THE NEWEST FADS ALSO A
HIGH
SHOES
Man
and distinguished guests were present.
NEW LINE OF ATTRACTIVE HAT PINS
The main address was by Attorney
IN CANNED GOODS
and cripples don't usually
General George W. Wickersham, who
in the
spoke on "The State and Nation."
win races.
We have full line of Monarch
Mr. Wickersham made a strong plea i
NEWEST
& Richelien
Eastern pack
for an independent Judiciary and
In the r ace for success one
scored the recall as the "latest inven
canned goods.
needs good health.
tion of
and most
styles for
'progressive
Reliable Jewler.
San Francisco St.
.'
government.
If you find coffee a handiWE
ALSO
"Representative Republican government," said he, "is founded on a praccap, suppose you cut it out.
line.
Our assortment equal to
city
tical recognition of the fact that in
Have cheaper Canned Goods
a busy, prosperous community
the
Our Shoes The Highest Grade.
but we do not recommend
average citizen can give but little time
Shoe
the use of cheap canned goods
JOHN PFLEUGER,
Specialist to the details of his government. He
at any time.
therefore Joins with his fellow electors in selecting representatives to
10 days may put you in the
frame the laws, with which to be gov- 35c Dz
City Eggs
erned and in choosing the principal
running-- CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC
FRESH CAKES
s
officers who are to execute them. His
& 30c Dz FRESH PIES
FIRST GLASS
25
Kansas Egg
Pros
a
Reason"
"There's
life, liberty and property are protected from undue invasion in either
HACK SERVICE
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
II. S. KAUNE & CO.
branch of the government by means
SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
of constitutional restrictions upon
Mich.
Battle
Creek,
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
their powers and by limiting the terms
GROCERS.
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advertised, notwithstanding the fact
that the name of the article was
THE SCIENCE
&
The
plainly marked on the picture.
trouble was that the picture was so
true to life and so full of action, that
OF AOVERTISI
the onlookers saw nothing else. The
ten thousand dollars paid by the ad
was
vertisers for those pictures
Delivered money thrown away. Not infrequentClear
ly an advertisement having in it a fine
NEW MEXICO.
GENERAL OFFICES--RATO- N
at Harvard University
picture is useless for the same reason,
is in the
bluntly put the bull's-eyToday
Ulead Up)
In effect Sept, Ut 1S10
(Read Dowu)
wrong place, and the reason for the
failure is to be found in the advertis
2
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(P 2019 .Miles
STATIONS,
er's lack of knowledge of human
CREATING
DESIRE
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nature.
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wrong impression, and yet it is just
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Cunningham
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Noisy One.
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growth,"
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20.
March
ought to be so plain that "wayfaring
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Koebier Junction
An address by H, N. McKinney,
of men, though fools, shall not err there777
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in."
Koehlcr
N. V. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, de03
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idolfax
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Many years ago I read in a Hud'..
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livered before the Graduate School of
Cei rososO
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5 00
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Ar
Lv
Cimarron
son river ferry boat, a sign, warning
of
Harvard
business
Administration
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ILv
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Cimarron
Ar am
"
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passengers against giving baggage to
Nash
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University.
5 2S
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Harian
At first
any but "uniformed" porters.
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Ar
6 00
a
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
is
of
the ar'
Advertising
creating
I read it "uninformed,"
and
glance
pm
pm
desire, or increasing an already exist- to
this day, when I see that sign my
cersome
and
it
upon
ing
desire,
fixing
ilOonnects at Colfax with K. P. A S. W. Ry. train both North and Soutb. ;
thought is always "uninformed."
tain article until that article is pur- first
Stage for Van Houten X. M, meet3 trains at Preston N.lM.
A wrong impression
obtained in a
Stage leaves Uto Park. tf, M., for Ullzibethtowii. S M . at 9:00 a. m. daily except chased.
Advertising is the silent
itself on my
fastened
so
quick
ou
one
glance
way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried frefl.
undays. Fare
salesman, repeating the selling arguhave not even
. for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
O. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N,
ment until it fastens itself in the mind that forty years
dimmed it. Many an advertisement,
orth at 4:38 a. m,
mind of the reader.
Advertising is
carelessly, thoughtlessly or ignorantl.v
is
a
not
It
scheme.
G.
C.
F M. WILLIAM,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
DEDMAN,
nut an entirely difnot an easy road to success. It is a written is giving
V. P. & G. M,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent.
intended. Th'.s
from
idea
ferent
that
nahard, painstaking study of human
like
Tennyson's
wrong
impression,
ture in all its phases, and its success
forever."
is an evidence of a correct under- brook, "goes on
No long since, in a parlor ear, a
The
standing of the human mind.
me said
underlying principle of all advertising gentleman sitting in front of
is always the same the application of to his friend, "Have you seen that posASK FOR TICKETS
the principle is rarely twice alike. ter alongside the railroad that reads
The principle is the creation of 'Mammoth 'World Want a Record'?"
"What of it?" said iiis friend. "Well"
YOUR FREIGHT
thought, and the moulding of thought
matters not said he, "I can't see any use in it; it's
in a given direction.
It
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglas
whether the article advertised is a all right to give the world's record,
and all points ia New Mexrailroad bond, a diamond bracelet or but why don't they say what paper
Both gentleman strained
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
a package of food; the object of the holds it?"
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
advertiser is to create a desire for their eyes watching for those posters
that particular thing, so intense that as we Whirled by, and when they left
discovered that
a sale follows.
If, instead of wishing the train neither had
to sell an article, he desired to change the "World" was the name of the paThe
THE
or direct public opinion, the same un per that claimed the record.
EAST
of the World had
man
advertising
sucand
the
derlying principle holds,
cess of the effort depends primarily, made the common mistake of suppos
and almost entirely, upon a correct ing that his article was as well known
While and of as much importance to other
knowledge of human nature.
the principle is unchanging and un- people as to himself.
At another time I was sitting in a
changeable, the application of it must
be fitted to each individual case, and car with one of the brightest and best
ROUTE
WEST
not a small part of many advertising posted advertising men I know, when
failures is due to the assumption that suddenly he said: "What does 'Rust
because a certain line of advertising less' on that paint sign mean?" "That
has been successful in one case, it it will not rust," I replied. "Of course
will be in another. The right princi- it does," said he; "but do you know,
For rates and full information address
ple was wrongly applied with result- all these years I thought it meant, 'it
is quiet and will not rustle when the
ing failure.
EUGENE FOX, a- - f. & p. Agent.
The first and most important re- wind blows,' and only just now I
EI Paso Texas.
quisite of all advertising is honesty; caught the right idea?"
Is it better to run an advertisement
nc success can be permanent unless
honesty is the foundation upon which without change, or should it be freeverything else is built. The article quently changed? is a question conadvertised must be honest in its man- stantly asked, and never satisfactorufacture, in its appearance and in ily answered; but, one day in St.
price-- , while the advertising must be houis, I got an idea on the subject that
At a table near
honest and truthful in all statements has been helpful.
and in all impressions and inferences. me sat a wholesale grocer and manuThe salesman
Every advertising proposition neces- facturer's salesman.
sitates a study of its requirements, was trying to induce the dealer to buy
its peculiarites and its disadvantages, an extra large bill of goods, and, after
as well as its advantages.
pressing his desire till all argument
Given an article to advertise, the was exhausted he attempted to clinch
capable advertiser asks: Is there al- it by saying: "N other goods are as
well advertised as these; we have
ready a demand for it? If not, how
The groIf there painted signs everywhere."
can a demand be created?
Who cer was irritated at the salesman's
is how can it be increased?.
will buy it? Where do they live? How persistence and replied: "Yes, and it's
Down in
do they think? What argument will always the same old thing.
I
appeal to them? Through what med- Boston, where came from, they have
ium can they be reached? Upon the a pile of stones they call Bunker Hill
It stands up high, you
correct answers to these questions Monument.
successful advertising depends, and can see it from everywhere and everyno advertising can be intelligently body knows about it. One day, some
planned or executed without careful fool of a reporter wrote an article
consideration of these questions. In about the monument and put it in one
the selection of mediums of advertis- of the newspapers, and more people
ing, equal care and thought must be went to see Bunker Hill Monument the
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
and, here again, accurate next day than had been there in a
given;
Your old
CITY OFFICE IN
knowledge of human nature is indis- - month.
The mediums most val- signs are like the mounment
they
pensible.
uable in reaching bankers may be don't tell any story."
In planning for advertising, then,
valueless in reaching servant girls.
NEW MEXIC ANJDLDC .
That which would be profitable in ad the first thing to be considered is the
vertising cigars is apt to be worthless people from whom trade can reasonOR
for the advertising of sewing ma- ably be expected.
Who are they and
A lengthy advertisement in where are they? When these
chines.
UNION DEPOT.
questions
a newspaper or magazine might be have been settled, the next is, through
extremely valuable, and yet on a post- what medium can they be reached?
er, or in a street car, would be utterly Here, again, real study must be given.
If the article is unknpwn to them,
useless.
In the matter that is to he used in they must, first, be educated
before
an advertisement, there is the same they can be expected to want it. Edunecessity for a correct knowledge of cation is always slow, always requires
human nature and of the methods of time, patience and care to give right
TOWN
Not a few attractive ad- impressions and to avoid giving wrong
17ANTE0--- A
di strict to thought.
are without practical ones. The article may be known, as
vertisements
Latest
Model
bVTs
..tuple
"Ranger" bicycle furnished
value, because the one thing that at a general proposition, and yet the
tracts attention and fixes itself in the peculiar features which make this parmind is not at all the thing that the ticular one valuable may be unknown,
in either case, explanation must be
lieep the bicycle ship it back o us at our expense and you will not be out one
advertiser wishes to so fix.
it is Puibie ZWei
,anh he h'heabove actualwwies
FACTORY PRICES
details must be mentioned, reamade,
factorV
til1
You
V
lma
pr?fit
save
Some years ago' a friend called my
to Us middlemen's profits Ie
by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's euari
sons given.
It is
that
antee behind your bicycle. DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a
to
a
crowd
a
of
attention
in
iires
front
from
pairof
ax any true until you receive our cataloKiies and learn our
these things can only be done in a
unheard of
store window.
our
to
prices and remarkable special offers to rider agents,
way
Working
y0U recciv
ir beautiful catalogue and the window, we saw an attractive pic- medium that is fitted for such lanY0!l WILL BE ASTONISHED
study
superb models at the monderfuU?
and which reaches the desired
imitricesveam make you this year. We sellpur
the highest grade bicycles for less moneyi ture,
supposed to advertise a certain guage,
customer at such time and place as
friend
is
article.
said:
"That
eMy
'
doublour prices. OrdeTrfiiied the day received.
"c what I call
' "
will permit the reading of what is
SECOND HAND BIC1XI.KS. We do not reeiilarlv handle eroT,J liar,,! hWl
good advertising see the
' K.,.
USUa
have a numb.r nn hsmt
in trarl. K a.,. 'KJ
No medium meets these rel't
s. crowd
I replied: "How said.
it draws."
promptly at prices rani:in(r from : m fcs or tlo. l i.nr.fiu.
i
:ij rtpa'irs
i;. parts,
quirements and conditions as does the
Binslu !''h,M',l,B: il"Por,tel roller chains and pedals,
and many of those people do you suppose
S
all kinds at half the usual retail trices.
equipment
have any idea of what is intended to printed page. Whether thia shall be
be advertised?"
HEDHETHOHH FUKCTORE-FRO0- F
"Almost all of the daily newspaper, the weekly pub$M
I suggested that he lication or the monthly magazine;
he said.
them,"
SELF-HEALIN- G
stand on one side, and I on the other, whether it shall be a class publication
TIRES
and
ask each man as he came away, designed to reach certain special
The regular retail trice of time tim i
$.50 tcrtair. but to introduce me will
what the picture advertised, and made classes of men or women or whether
Ml t you a sample pair tor W .60 Kcasfiwith order $4. .55),
thfe assertion that not
f
would it shall be a publication intended for
m MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES
to
be
He
tell.
able
the
sug- general reading, is again a question
accepted
NAJLS, Taoks or Glaus vrill not let the
air out. Sixtv thousand pairs sold last year.
and we agreed that each for study, and requires the knowledge
gestion,
Over two hundred thousand pairs now in use.
should ask fifty different persons, of the thousands of publications not
u
findea.svi Hlinir.vei vriimihlp nnil
which we did, with the result that only as to their names and appearana SOeciat atsahtv (if rn'nlwr whifh tinfui' lipmtie
neither of us found a single person ces, but as to the kind and location of
II am
'
poroui andtowhich closes up snail punctures without allowNotice the thick rubber tread! who had the slightest idea what was their readers, and the value of each
ing the air escape. We have hundreds of letters from
"A" and
"B"!
stating thaitheir tires haveonly been pumped
for different kinds of advertising, and
and D," puncture
also rim strips
strip H"
uponceortwiceina whole season. They weigh nomorethan
10 prevent rim cutting. J'nlg
the relative value of each to the
mi ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being Riven
tiro will oatlant any other
by several layers of thin, specially prepared fabric on the
I think it is conceded that
others.
make SOFT, tiAsXIC and
tread. Thereular price of these tires
but for
per
pair,
K.ISV BIDING.
for the introduction of a new article,
uuvcruaiiiK pm post s we are majcing a special iactory price to
the ridcrof only &.& per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We shin p o n on
or for directing public opinion, the
approval. You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
Sl'VVIoJfASi"lh-Ar?J0.,l?.t.5
"I tried all kinds of blood remedies press is the most valuable medium.
the price 4.65 per pair) if you
(thereby
send
OKDKlt and enclose this mating
advertisement.
You ran do risk in which failed to do me any good, but
I Billposting, painted and electric signs,
sending us an order as the tires may be returned at OliK
if for any reason they are have found the
not satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly reliable and expense
right thing at last. My street cars and other mediums, have
money sent to us is as safe as in a face
bank. If you order a pair of thre tires, you will find that thev
was
and
full
of
will ride
run faster,
pimples
wear better, last longcrana look finer than anv tire you have ever used or seen easier,
at
price. We After taking Cascarets they all left. I am, an important place in the advertising
know that you will be so wtll ph ased that when you want a bicycle you will giveany
us your order.
use
of them and
the
world; but advertisements in these
to
us
send
a
trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
continuing
We waut you
don't buy any kind at any price until you send for a pairof
them to my friends. I feel fine. lines must necessarily be more for
PMT If
NFFIt
m
TIE)Fi
-Puncture-Proof
!f"i lledfrethorn
tires on
I VV
and trial at when I rise in the morning. Hope toj
of a name or a
U.nu
the snecial introductory once auaV"d above- nr writ fnr mir hi Tirm on A c. approval
have a chance to recommend Cascarets. impressive display
describes and qaptes all makes aiM kinds of tires at about half the usual prices.
phrase than for educational purposes,
but WI?le Vs ? P05,'111 today- 1,0 f,0'r thin k of
C.
76
Fred
Elm
Witteu,
a
Newark,
St.,
bicycle
N.J, and, therefore in the preparation of
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intelligent advertisement writer, when
preparing his matter for the press,
first studies the people he is to address.
He learns how they think and
talk about such things as he wishes
to sell, and then writes into his ad
e
vertisement what he would say if
with them.
True, he must
first command attention, and he, there
fore, plans some display that will attract attention, never forgetting, however, that this display must attract to,
and not detract from, the article he
is advertising.
When the advertisement is written and he criticizes it,
he must not consider whether he likes
it, for, unless he belongs to the same
class he is trying to reach, the fact
that he does, or does not, like it,
irtrght be the best evidence that it is
worthless. Upon his ability to men
tally stand in the place of those
whom lie addresses, and judge bis ad
vertisement from their point of view
and method of thought depends the
In the press
value of his judgment.
there is opportunity to give informa
tion, meet possible objaction, and to
make argument; as people vary in
thought, taste and habit, so the adver
tisement must aim at different times
and in different ways to meet these
varying conditions.
In display advertising the method of
construction of the advertisement is
different.
There is neither room nor
Some
opportunity for many words.
design, word or phrase must be set
forth in such attractive form, or with
such force, that it flashes and fastens
upon the mind some thought which reminds the reader constantly of that
face-to-fac-

article.
Display is contrast, and for this
reason a perfect circle is the acme of
display the reason being that almost
everything that comes in contact with
it is either horizontal or perpendicular
and that every point is in strong con
trast with everything around it. For
the same reason the letters C, G, J, K,
O, Q, R, S, V, W, X, Y, Z, make better
display than the other letters of the

alphabet.
White space is commanding display.
An advertisement set in two inches
single column in the center of white
space four inches deep and two columns wide, thus occupying an equiva
lent of eight inches single column
will attract more attention, and, I be
lieve, will be more often and more
carefully read than one filling twice as
much space completely filled with
In the writing and setting of
type.
an advertisement, it will be seen that
there is much to be considered, even
knowled
beyond the first
ge of the kind of people to be reached
and the way they think and talk.
Superfluous words are not only a
waste of space, but reduce the telling
force of an advertisement.
The difference between the right and the
wrong way of stating a proposition is
often the difference beweent profit and
loss, and yet there may seamingly be
but little difference in the way the
I remember
statements are made.
reading an advertisement once that
interested me. As I read, I began to
think I ought to look the article up,
but at the end the writer said: "If
you think you want this, you will find
it at," etc. The moment I read those
words I realized that I had lost all interest in the matter. Reasoning with
myself at the cause of the sudden
change, I discovered that it was a
question in my mind whether the writer himself was sure I ought to get it,
and if he, knowing all about it, was in
doubt, I surely couldn't afford to pay
any further attention to it. 'If he had
said: "You can't afford to do without
it, and ought to get it today at such
a place," I would have gone and got
one.
The instance where an adver
tisement almost makes a customer
and then drives him away, simply because the writer does not understand
human nature, are, unfortunately, not
uncommon.
Successful
advertising
comes from thought, study and work;
then thought, study and work; then
more thought, more study, more work.
Not a detail of it is easy, not the smallest part of the apparently least im
portant factor in it but has a vital
No man has
bearing on the whole.
yet mastered the science of advertis
ing.
Nothing in the commercial
world is so important, powerful and
nothing affords larger
opportunities for thought and study;
nay, nothing that so demands, and
must have, them, if the most that it
affords is to be secured.
I believe that at least one-haof
the hundreds of millions of dollars expended annually in advertising in the
United States is utterly wasted, and
this is very largely because of the
popular idea that anybody can attend
to the advertising of a business. Large
corporations will pay fabulous sums
for legal advice, and never think of
employing any but the very best lawyers, and yet, when it comes to their
advertising, they do not dream that
it requires any special training or education, and are absolutely ignorant
of the fact that a lawyer's education
is all to be found in standard law
books, while the successful advertising man must study living men and
women; and while Bome general prinlf

ciples may be given him as guide, his
education must come not from books,
but from his personal study of human
beings, rich and poor, male and female
learned and ignorant, close at- hand,
In addition, he must
and far away.
study business enterprises not as a
class, but as separate items, each having its own problems, needs and difficulties, from which he is to learn its
peculiarities, opportunities and possi
bilities, and fit these, In his advertis
ing, to the different phases of human
nature in such a way that he will
make and keep trade.
of a leading rail
The
road said to me: "Of all the money
wasted in advertising, I think the
railroads contribute more than their
share. I make it a point to read all
the railroad advertisements I see, and
I don't remember ever seeing but a
few that had anything In them that,

,
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toman's happiness is
she
complete without
children;
with
the
yearns
deeper longings of
Lti
for
nature
her
the joyg of motteu
hood. But women who bear childrea
"V
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should prepare for the coming of
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haby hy Properly caring for their
physical systems. Mother's Friend
is the expectant mother's greatest help. It is a remedy which prepares the
muscles and tendons for the unusual strain, renders the ligaments
supple and
elastic, aids in expanding the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all the
membranes and tissues. It is especially valuable where the breasts ere troublesome from swelling and congestion, and it3
regular use will lessen the pain
and dansrer when the litt.ln nnn
comes. Women who use Mother's
CTATr T7T7.
ineuu are assured or passing tne
crisis with safety. It is for sale at
drug stores. Write for free book
for expectant mothers.
E3ADFIELD EESULATOB CO,
Atlanta, Ga.
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tomobile owners of Santa Fe
among the 100 of Albuquerque.

than
The
fact that Santa Fe already has her automobile speedways is probably largely responsible.
As an Albuquerque man put it while
in Santa Fe, prospective residents and
property buyers don't ask what you
are going to have in a few years; they
want to know what you have now. Albuquerque must immediately get in a
position that commands
good road3
now, not that w- - are GOING TO
HAVE THEM next year, or the year
after. ,
Albuquerque must look alive. Next
time an auto run is pulled off to Santa
Fe, there should be at least 25 machines in line instead of five or six.
Albuquerque Journal.
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Another Slap.

It is estimated that a mother

fly pro-

duces about 7,000,000 children and
And this
grandchildren each year.
with no encouragement from Roosevelt. Goodwin's Weekly.

aa

Censorship Needed.
An appeal is expected in the Baldwin will case. Our personal appeal is
that they will keep the rest of the case
out of the newspapers. Albuquerque
Journal.

A Master Builder.
In the death of D. H. Moffat of Colorado, the West loses one of its giant
figures an empire builder of presci
ent vision and indefatigable energy.
one of the few of the really big conPalace.
structive statesmen of the West in the
Bernard Spitz, S. Spitz, Santa Fe;
world.
Albuquerque
Journal.
railway
W. H. Jack, Silver City; Ross McMillan, Santa Fe; C. A. Carruth, Antoni-to- ;
They'll Try Christian Science.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Capen and
Twenty-sispiritualists have left child, New York; C. Yokum,
San
to
California
for
take a Francisco; J. Eaton, Kansas
Findlay, Ohio,
H.
City;
bath. On the spur of the moment and W. Brown, W. B. Jack, Denver.
without extended deliberation we are
Montezuma.
inclined to state that they will need
Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque; W.
H. Wilburn, San Francisco; H. G.
it when they get there. Albuquerque
E. H. Wills, Chicago; F. A.
Journal.
Tunklebaugh, Kansas City; John
Mrs.' M. F. Fulcher, Miss F.
Oh, You Horrid Thing.
Colonel Roosevelt has now formally Firebaugh, Durango; W. F. Connelly,
opened the Roosevelt dam and so Alamosa, Colo.; Teague Ray, Guthrie;
there is no further room for any, man- Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Springer, Kansas
ner of doubt that the project is a suc- City; A. R. Martin, Atlanta; I. TS
cess. The mystery is how he could Niles, Denver; J. W. Hoppe, Alamosa;
have successfully opened it with so S. Burkhart, Albuquerque; C. B.
Denver; W. C. Beall, John R.
few words comparatively speaking.
Mrs. Sylvia OliIt is possible that as alleged in anoth Gass, Albuquerque;
er case, he said: "I declare this dam ver, Monte Vista, Colo.; George P.
Leonard,, Albuquerque.
project opened or 5,000 words to that
Coronado.
effect." Albuquerque Journal.
I. M.

Hotel Arrivals.

x

Pet-tigre-

Smith, Socorro; W. H. Rogers,
Chicago; George Cole, Embudo; C. T.
Cole, Albuquerque.

Advertising Pays.
The wisdom of the scheme of Dr.
Tolbert of this city to reach health
seekers through the medium of pastors
of the Congrgeational church throughout the country has been demonstrat
ed. The replies have been more
prompt and numerous than was ex
pected and the plan will undoubtedly
develop into a big and successful campaign. Albuquerque Journal.

POLITICS
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Hankering for the Recall.
The people out at Redrock would
like to have the recall, especially as
applied to school directors. They are
not especially enamored with the acts
of one of the directors and would recall him if they could. As there is no
provision in our constitution for the
irecall, they did the next best thing,
and nearly every man in the district
signed a petition asking the director
to resign, but he would not do it, and
Superintendant Neblett said he could
see no way to fire him, and so he still
holds on. Western Liberal.

a

Setting a Good Example,
Chief Justice Pope is not only Sri
able judge but is a public spirited citi
zen.
He is going to have something
done which our county commissioners
or our people have sorely neglected.
He has informed C. V. Harris, chair
man of the Board of County Commissioners, that he will give $250 of the
court fund to have the court house
Warning to Railroad Men
yard cared for the coming season and
Look out for severe and even dan
he wants to see grass on the yard
and bladder trouble
knee high when he comes back here gerous kidney
from years of railroading.
.resulting
again. Portales Times.
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third street, Fort
Ind., was many years a con
Wayne,
A Forceful Reminder.
ductor on the Nickel Plate. He saya:
It ought to be a forceful reminder
to those who have made possible iwenty years or railroading left my
in terrible condition. There
such a celebration as the golden wed kidneys
was a continual pain across my hack
ding of Adolphus Busch, of how much and
and my kidneys gave me
has been their loss and of no benafit much hips
and the action of my
distress,
to them, while the gain has been such
bladder was frequent and most painan enormous profit that he was enab ful. I
got a supply of Foley Kidney
led to give his wife a $200,000 gold Pills
and the first bottle made a woncrown, and the presents received derful
improvement and four bottles
amounted to more- than a half million cured me
completely.
Since being
dollars. Such vulgar display of this cured I have
Foley
wealth gained byc.the sale of beer Kidney Pills to recommended
manv 0f my railroad
will only aid the cause of prohibition. friends."
Capital Pharmacy
It is an object lesson that even the
fool beer guzzler cannot fail to see
and be impressed with. Artesia Ad
j

vocate.

Low Fares

a
What Good Roads Mean.
It is good news to learn that renre.
sentatives of the territorial
office will be in Albuquerque this week
to supervise the beginning of work
on the Camino Real north out of Albuquerque. To those who went on the

to'CaIifornia
New Mexico

Arizona

automobile run to Santa Fe Saturday
the comparison between the rnadu
around the capital city and
Algodones with the highways near this
city was paintul and mortifying There
is no doubt that her magnificent roads
nave done much to brine to Santa p
the desirable class of wealthy real- dents who are now putting up dozens
of handsome substantial and artistic
homes.
roads around Santa
re have no dnnht
in mnr than
one case the final deciding factor in
the case of an easterner choosing between the caDital and Albuaueraue.
This city has to face the fact that
more homes are building in Santa Fe
than here and that they are of distinct
ly a more expensive type.
Santa Fe has waked ud. Her hnnRt.
ers have got to get together, and they
mean business. The spectacle of 50
Santa Fe men in a dozen automobiles
traveling 24 miles out of the city to
greet a delegation of motorists frnm
this city gives some idea of the new
spirit that is abroad in what has always been referred to
b
as "The Ancient City." There is to
state the cold fact Just a little
boosting enthusiasm among the 40 au

Mexico

One way Colonist tickets on sale
daily, March 10 to April 10, 19U, ia.
elusive, from
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Through tourist sleepers to Lo
Angeles and San Francisco are elec-j
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THE SCIENCE
OF ADVERTISING.
Continued

from Page Six.

by any stretch of the Imagination,
would induce anyone either to travel,
or, If traveling to select that road."
No student of advertis'ng would differ
much with him.
Perhaps one reason
for this is because the old idea, held
by many, if not most, large corporations, was that the thing thy most
wanted was editorial Influence or
reading matter that, even if furnished
by them, would seem to be disinterested news.
Slowly these corporations are finding out that the right
principle, of advertising can be used
by them just as profitably as in any
other line of business, and that the
great American public not only read
"regular" advertisements, but are
more influenced by a straightforward
statement made over the name of a
corporation in an advertisement than
by all the editorial notices that could
be written, and which, more and more,
are being discredited, because of the
general belief that they are paid for.
When a corporation tells a story In a
straightforward, business way, fitted
to the understanding of the readers of
the publication in which it appears,
that advertisement carries with it the
faith of the company in its statements
and not only secures from the reader
a fair hearing, but impresses him as
nothing else can in favor of the company which so believes in itseslf that
it is willing to state its case in an
advertisement, for which it pays, and
which appears over its own name.
It is a pity that there are yet corporations that are still striving to cross
the torrent of public disapproval on
the rotten bridge of reading notices "
which are apparently the expression
of the editor.

I have said that advertising was
education; failure to fully realize the
importance of this accounts, perhaps,
for a very large proportion of the unsuccessful advertising campaigns. In,
every other phase of educational effort the element of time is recognized
In advertising,
and provided for.
Many
quick results are expected.
times the advertising is Btopped, its
cost charged to ptrofit and loss and
advertising accounted a failure, when
a correct understanding of human
nature would have shown that success
in that length of time was an impossibility. If the advertising had been
continued sufficiently long, the apparent failure would have become a
success. In all advertising
the two enemies of all advancement
in any direction must be taken into
consideration Ignorance and Habit
No advertising has ever been planned
that these two bandits did not lie in
wait to harass and, if possible, destroy. I think all authorities agree
that no two articles of food are more
tful and helpful than rice and
es, and yet, during these last
when all the world has been
ting against the constant in- In the cost of living, the price
' aj foods has remained
and those who raise
mui are crying over the impossibility
of selling their product at a profit.
The reason for this condition is found
in the ignorance on the part of so
many people of their food value. One
reason for this ignorance is that the
habit has been to use them in certain
ways and not in other ways which
might easily and profitably be done.
Careful investigation reveal the 'fact
that in many cases where one naturalmag-nificie-

station-decrease-

ly supposes

that

"everybody knows all

about it," is dense ignorance; and the
advertiser failing o recognize or realize this ignorance, does not remove it,
and wonders why he does not succeed.
Habit is worse than ignorance, for,
with the latter, the light of intelligence can be forced into darkness,
and the new path of progress made
believes
visible; Habit
it is well acquainted with all the paths
and, walking in a carefully selected
one, shuts eyes and ears to all sugThe story
gestions of a better way.
of the
which made the crooked streets of Boston Is not overdrawn :
calf-pat-

h

"For men are prone to go it blind,
s
of the mind,
Along the
calf-path-

And work away from sun to sun,
To do what other men have done.

They follow In the beaten track,
And out and in and forth and back;
i

And still their devious course pursue,
To keep the path that others do.

They keep the path a sacred groove,
Along which all their lives, they
move."
This finds application in every condition of life nowhere more forcible
than in the advertising field; and the
student of advertising must add to the
questions I have already suggested
two more, when considering an adver
tising proposition: What do the people I wish to reach know about this
article I am advertising?
The 'moment that question is asked, It sugIf they know
gests a
anything about it, have they a correct
or incorrect knowledge?
The right
answer to these points the way to a
necessary effort to give such informa
tion as the conditions require. The
other question is: What is the habit of
these people towards this article, or
something they have been using in
its place?
This habit may apply to
quality, quantity, form, price appear
ance' or many other things; hut be
fore the advertising can be done inr
telligently, the advertiser must know
what the habit Is, and he must realize that habit cannot be overcome, hut
.

by painstaking, persevering,
patient
work, and unless he 13 willing to do
such work, it were better not to start
the campaign.
Advertising is so integral a part of
business that it never ought to be considered as a thing by itsotf.
The notion that a business man
need only to advertise and wait with
folded hands till fortune comes, has
long since been exploded.
Before the advertising is over plan
ned, there is much to be done, and
upon its right doing the success of
even the best advertising in no small
degree depends.
First, the article
must possess real merit, meet a real
need, and be sold at a fair price and
afford a satisfactory profit.
Second,
it must be put up in an attractive manner.
Third, it must have the right
name.
Altogether too little attention is paid to the name.
Looking
ahead, the maunfacturer knows that,
if his article is a success, scores of
imitators will strive to steal the benefit of his efforts, by making their products, as near as the law will permit,
He
like his in name and appearance.
must, therefore, insure his future
sales, by adopting a name anij trade
dress, which will belong exclusively
to him by trade-marand trade right.
The selection of a name is of prime
It must be so plain that
importance.
it can have only one pronunciation; so
simple that it is easily spoken and can
not be misunderstood; so peculiar that
it cannot be even approximately
copied.
The most successful
words are
those which have be-- coined and had
no meaning until educational advertising had welded the name and the
article so closely to gether that the
article became the only definition of
the name.
Such names as "Uneeda," "Kodak,"
"Nabisco," "ZuZu," have no meaning
other than pointing to the articles
which bear them, and yet they are" so
widely known that ''here is hardly a
household in the land in which they
are not as familiar as any words in
our language.
As these names are coined or
created, it is difficult to even distantly
imitate them without violating
the
law, and every effort to imitate adver
tises the original more than the imi
tator.
Fourth, the advertiser must have
such sales organizations as will Insure the distribution
of his goods
wherever the advertising goes, there
can be no sense in advertising and
creating a demand, unless adequate
provision for supplying that demand
is made.
Much more might be said in this
line, of vital relation to advertising,
but this is sufficient to indicate the
breadth of all advertising problems
and the importance of careful thought
along all its ramifying lines.
I have tried, in a cru 'e way, to suggest the difficulties that must be met
and overcome, if success is to be won
in the science of advertising. I have
aimed to speak suggestively, not exhaustively, and again I want to put
great emphasis on the fact that victory is only to be won by patient, persistent, painstaking thought and study.
Each new development opens new av
enues of research. Each detail mast
ered but opens the door of larger effort and points the way to magnificent
possibility.
It goes without saying that on truth
alone a worthy advertising structure
can be reared; but with this granitic
base upon which to build, no other
business is so inspiring.
What dream more thrilling than the
thought of swaying millions of men
and women.
What more Inspiring
than to study the details of an advertising problem until it becomes a part
of one's very life; to study men and
women, heart and mind; to think of,
for and with them; to send forth your
the
messages to .them, filled with
consciousness that you are rendering
a real service to your fellowmen; and
when all is done, to wait and to watch
as the battle goes on, sending fresh
recruits to this place, stronger forces
to that; always confident, because of
your knowledge of human nature, that
victory will come; and, when victory
does come, to know that it was no
mere chance, but the reward of long,
wearisome, unremitting toil.
k
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DANDRUFF AND ITCH-INSCALP YIELD TO
THIS TREATMENT
G

Why experiment trying to drive the
dandruff germ from underneath the
g
skin with greasy lotions or fancy

when The Capital Pharmacy

will guarantee ZEMO and ZEMO
SOAP to entirely rid the scalp of the
germ life that causes the trouble.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP can be
obtained in any city or town in
America and are recognized the best
and most economical treatment for
all affections of the skin or scalp
whether on infant or grown person.
One shampoo with ZEMO SOAP and
application of ZEMO will stop itching
and cleanse the scalp of dandruff and
scurf.
We invite you to try ZEMO and
ZEMO SOAP and if not entirely
satisfied we will refund your money.
JAMES GO DARDEN HAS
RETURNED TO ALBUQUERQUE
Man

Who Has Figured Variously
Newspapers Past Few Years
Talks About Statehood.

in

Albuquerque, N. M., March 21.
James G. Darden and bride, formerly
Miss Mason of Jacksonville, Fla., the
daughter of H. D. Mason, a retired
man of wealth, arrived in Albuquor-qu- e
on the limited yesterday and are
guests at the Alvarado.
They were
married last month and since then
have been on a tour of the East, spending much of their time in Xew York
Mr. Darden said
adn Washington.
that he had come to New Mexico to remain.
"I understand that press dispatches
stated that we eloped," Eaid Mr. Darden. "You may correct that impression if you will. Both of Mrs.
parents were present at the ceremony and we were married
with
Dar-den- 's

their consent."
Mrs. Darden is a handsome young
woman and is greatly interested in
the West, although she says it doesn't
compare with the sunny southland on
rst view, but she believes she will
like it when she becomes better ac-

WHEN A SAINT
INTERVENED
SUSANNE

By

(Copyright,

GLENN

by Associated Literary

Preu.)
"Miss Janet has been down to get
her valentines," giggled Flossie
Brown, peeping out at the trim figure
hurrying past
"Flossie Brown will be making fun
because I went to the postoffice today," murmured Miss Janet to herself,
seeing the saucy, peering face, "but
I don't care! I just had to go! Now
if I can get home without seeing
him!"
But behind her sharp steps crushed
the snow and rang clearly on the
crisp air, and a moment later James
hurried past her with
Wybrant
averted face. Had he, too, been looking for a valentine?
Poor Miss Janet shrank away from
him In the dull February twilight
like a guilty thing. Yet she had not
the faintest idea what had changed
the man's loverlike attentions to an
enmity of ten weary years duration.
And It happened on Saint Valentine's
day.
"J. was quite young
and pretty,
then," she murmured a little pathetically, "and now I'm just 'Aunt Janet,'
an undesirable but rather convenient
member of some one etae's family."
Tears sprang to her eyes, and her
lips quivered.
"I don't care If I do cry. I should
think I might have that privilege once
in a while, and there is never time at
home."
Miss Janet found no privacy in her
brother's family. All day there were
duties for her willing
hands, and at night there was always
the oldest neice, whom she had pityingly taken in when the second baby
came, and who now began to look
upon Aunt Janet as an unnecessary
adjunct to their room.
Ten years, and it deemed like yesterday, so close had she held the
memory. Her heart hurried a little
and her thin cheeks flushed as she
saw again the happy girl in her pink,
frilly frock who waited in the little
parlor for the man who had even now
passed her with such slighting coldness.
How carefully he once had wrapped
her in the warm robes. How he had
cared for her with the tender attentions dear to woman's heart before
all the young people gathered at the
rustic party. How his voice had thrilled as he bade her good night under
the blinking stars.
"Tommorw
Is Saint Valentine's
day," he had reminded her. "You
needn't send me a valentine, dear;
I'll come after it myself!"
"And he never came!
He never
came!" Miss Janet now sobbed outnever-endin-

igu,

g

quainted.
Mr. Darden said he had left Washington only a few days ago.
"No one can tell what to expect
from the extra session of congress, as
political Washington is greatly unset" Ibelieve,
tled," said Mr. Darden.
I
however, from what conversation
have had with members of congress,
many of whom I know personally,
that New Mexico and Arizona will
both be admitted at the extra session.
"That, however, is merely an opinion. Many things may happen at the
extra session and members of con
gress are loath to make a forecast at
thsi time."
Concerning the massing of troops
along the Mexican border, Mr. Darden
says that in Washington the rumors right
"I
are as many as in other sections of with will not think of it," she cried
sudden vehemence,
"and Til
the country.
never be such a poor, weak goose as
"From what I could learn," he said, to go for the mail
on Valentine day
"the war department appears to fear again! I'll
hurry home and go
just
that the many Japanese who have to work. No one seems to want me.
been flocking into Mexico in large But I will not be a silly,
numbers are being sent there for a creature another day of my life!"
sinister purpose, it is even said in
James Wybrant threw his mall upsome circles that Japanese money and on the living room table with a dearms are behinu the revolutionists of fiant fling. The daily paper, a farm
Madero and that a certain wing of the journal and an advertisement for staMexican government is winking at the tionary gasoline engines.
affair, while the Diaz government, as
"Well, what did you expect?" he
represented by the president and demanded harshly.
those close to nlnv, are opposed to
Drawing a chair before the fire, he
the plans of the Japanese. I believe sat down moodily to await his house
that the army is being mobilized, not keeper's call to supper.
"You have been insufferably rude,'
because there is fear that it may be
needed immediately, but to try out the urged the gentle spirit of the man in-efficiency of the war department plans t latently, "and she looks thin and
and the preparedness of the soldiers worn and tired."
"But she prefers this life to me,"
for quick and active service. That
the army will eventually be needed in whispered Pride. "She did her own
the locality where the troops are be- choosing."
"Still, she was only a girl she
ing concentrated appears to be cermay have changed her mind."
tain."
"She shall live by her own decision," flared Pride, "and so shall I!"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"But will not live happily there
Department of the Interior.
will be the regret, and her
always
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
before you!"
unhappiness
March 17, 1911,
cried James Wybrantl
"Then,"
Notice is hereby given that Lucian-it- a
aloud, "I'll go where I can live in
Ribera of Pecos, N. M., who, on
March 11, 1904, made homestead en- peace!"
All through his silent meal his
try amended Dec. 2, 1910, No
mind was at work.
for N
SW
Sec. 27, SE
He would go to his brother, who
NE
and NE
SE
section was always begging him to come
28, township 17 N., range 12 E., N. M. south. A neighboring farmer would
A Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intengladly rent his land, and the old
Is too often the fatal equence. Fol tion t6 make final live year proof, to
housekeeper could live on in the
ey's Honey ami Tar expels the cough, establish claim to the land above de- house as long as she desired.
checks the la grippe, and prevents scribed, before Register and Receiver,
"IH see Fred Hall tomorrow mornIt is a prompt and re- U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.', ing about the place,' he thought, once
pneumonia.
liable cough medicine that contains on the 6th day of May 1911.
more back In the lonely living room.
no narcotics.
It is as safe for your Claimant names as witnesses:
"I'll get away as Boon as I can it will
Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera, be better for both of us!"
children as yourself.
Capital PharPablo Gonzales, Toribio Gonzales, EnHe opened the big
macy.
rique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
secretary.
Every compartment was
MANUEL R. OTERO,
crowded with the accumulation of
FIND TREES THAT BLEED.
Register. years. From an upper and seldom- V
used pigeonhole he drew a bundle
(Continued From Page One.)
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
of letters and spread them out before
Connections made with Automobile him on the lid.
running of this car Jesse Nusbaum is line at
Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
His heart gave, a quick throb as
in
element.
his
quite
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- he noticed a letter in Janet's delicate
Festive Week.
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- writing; he reached for it eagerly,
"This week is a festive week, the
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves and then dropped It into the waste
into
of
is
be
the
president
republic
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The basket with a shrug at his own weakaugurated and he will make a big fare between Santa F and Torrance ness. There were also letters from
time for the "gente."
Already var- Is $5.80 and between Torrance
and his brother and a long envelope, into
ied bands and commandantes
have Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autowhich had been carelessly
thrust
As he drew
passed through here for the capital. mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
some printed papers.
"We gather from files of two weeks
out these a letter fell from among
old newspapers, that the revolution
If you want anything on earth try the sheets, face downward on the
in Honduras is about over. That will a New Mexican Want Ad.
table. It was sealed and he turned
It over wonderingly.
probably enable us to get over there
On tie face, in his own strong let.
before we go home.
Department of tlie nterior,
stood the name of Janet Bates!
"Mr. Chapman stated today that Di- D O., February lv 1911. SealedWashington
ten,
proposals
envelope marked "Proposal for pur dazing at It, his eyes grew dark with
rector Edgar L. Hewett in charge of eaoU
of
on
chase
timber
Jlcarllla Reservation
the expedition will likely return here New Mexico," will be received at the office Apprehension and a hot wave seemed
oftheOomralssloner of Indian Affairs, Wash to stop his heartbeats. His fingers
by May, and that other members of ineton.D 0 until twelve
o'clock noonWedthe party will not come back until nesday May 10, 1911 for the purchase and re- tumbled ae ho tore open Ui envelof merchantable, standing and fallen
moval
some weeks later. Dr. Hewett will timber upon both the tribal and alloted ope and unfolded the sheet Facing
of the Jlcarllla Indian Reservation, him were the words:
go direct to New York some time in lands
New Mexico, comnrised within
"My darling girlI've tried to find
April and come to Santa Fe in May. 27, 28, 29 30 andSl North Range 1 townships
West, and
townships 27, 28, 29 and 80. North. Kange i valentine good enough for you, but
New
Mexico
East.
Principal Meridian. A it cannot be done. Gilt hearts and
EIGHTY PER CENT OF
oheck for Ten Thoudeposit of a certified
sand Dollars must be made with each bid. oupids seem but poor things when
CONVICTS ECCABM
The right to
defeots In ad I think of
you.
vertlsements and bids and to reject any
Chicago, March
21. Eighty
per and
"Will you let me tell you what I
all bids is reserved. On the proposed
cent of the
reform and be sale area there Is a stand of approximately
come clean, substantial citizens, and 110,000.000 feet B. M The t mber mast be really want to give you, dear? I
under regulations, copies of which want to tell you all by ourselves, and
Jean Valjean in his successful strug- cat
with blank forms of proposals may be obwant to tell you today Saint Valgle for manhood has his counterpart tained from the Superintendent of the Jlcarllla Indian School, Dnlce. New Mexico; entine's day!
among thousands of American jail- the office of the Chief Supervisor, Indian
; "There is always a confusion
at
birds, according to Rev. Frank Emory Service,orRailroad Building, at Denver, Colfrom
orado:
the
of
Commissioner
Indian
yonr
brother's, and I want you. all to
Lyon, in a lecture before the Men's Affairs, Washington, T) . O, FRANK
PIERCE, First Assistant- Secretary of the myself tonight Will you let me take
League of the Sunday Evening Club.
Interior,
you out this .evening;. as wejco, lasJt
g
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PAGE SEVEN

reeay, "put "tne-inin DEATH REMOVES LOYAL
the window and I will come.
"Janet Janet, I want to give you
CITIZEN OF WISCONSIN
a real heart instead of gilded one!
"
I want to give you
In the death of former State SenWith a groan the man dropped the ator James
H. Stout of Meaominto,
letter and covered his face with his
Wisconsin
lost
hands.
one of its most
How could he have failed to post
and
this? What could Janet have thought
citizens.
helpful
could
what
she not have suffered?
of a
Possessed
Before him rose the long line of
considerable fordevised by his wounded
tune, which he
pride. His head sank dowD upon the
had accumulated
open letter.
in
the lumber
"Ten years," he whispered, "ten
trade, Mr. Stout
years In which to wound and hurt
devoted
large
her, and kill her love!'
sums of money,
His hands gripped the old secrebesides a liberal
tary.
of
his
portion
The determination with which Miss
time and thought.
Janet returned home failed wearily to the cause of public education, eswhile she washed the supper dishes. pecially of industrial education; and
was putUpstairs her sister-in-lait is due to his generosity that Wisting the children to bed. In the sit- consin owns, in the Stout Manual
ting room her brother read his even- training school at Menomonie, one of
ing paper. Janet was alone la the the finest Institutions of Its sort in
kitchen with her dishes.
America. This school, upon which Mr.
Answering a tap at the door she Stout expended $1,000,000, has become
beheld James Wybrant standing In by his death the property of the comthe starlight!
munity.
Mr. Stout was born at Dubuque,
"Janet," he said very softly, under
cover of the trumming piano, as he Iowa, Sept. 25, 1848. He was educatstepped into the room, "Janet, I have ed in the public schools of that city
and In the old University of Chicago.
brought you a valentine."
Janet took the letter and read won- After receiving his degree he engaged
in the lumber business, first as a dealderingly.
"I found that tonight,
Janet I er and afterward as a manufacturer.
thought but that does not excuse The first ten years of his business
me.
Can you care, after all this life were passed In St. Louis, but he
time, after all I have mado you suf- extended the scope of his trading and
fer?"
moved to Reed's Landing,
Minn.,
Janet's breath caught in a sob, and where, as the representative of his
he took her In his arms.
firm, he superintended its logging and
"If only you will trust me again manufacturing Interests on the ChipI'll try so hard to make up to you for pewa, Eau Claire and Big Cedar rivers.
In 1SS9 he took charge of the firm's
all these hard years."
Interests in the vicinity of Menomonie,
"Oh!" breathed Janet in protest
"Let us have our ride tonight, dear. which had been his home since. As
We will go down and tell Parson An- his Increasing private fortune now aldrews that we shall need him tomor- lowed him more leisure to concern
himself
row."
with public affairs, the
"Tomorrow!" cried Janet, roused thought of the industrial school which
to action by this impetuous settling he later founded began to assume
of affairs.
"Oh, Jim, you know I definite shape in his mind. He becannot think of marrying you to- lieved that too much emphasis had
been thrown up to that time upon
morrow!"
The brightness in the man's face purely cultural studies, so called, and
that there was a growing need for indied down.
"Of course, dear," he said humbly, stitutions which should afford oppor"I do not wonder that you cannot tunities for Industrial training and
trust me. I will do anything you say; the study of the household arts. What
he desired to see was the unification of
wait as long as you wish."
manual training with the
Watching him, Janet reached up practical
Bchool course.
suddenly and drew his face down public
Mr. Stout was first elected to the
gently to her own.
state senate in 1894 from the twenty-nint"I'll come with you," she whispered.
district. The esteem in which
"And, Jim, I do trust you! I know he was held
by the people of his comthat you will be good and dear to me, munity is well
illustrated by the realways."
turns of the election of 1902 when but
77 votes were cast against him in a
WHAT WAS WRONG WITH IT district casting over 6,000 votes.
After the creation of the Wisconsin
commission Mr. Stout acted
library
Miss Amanda Jones Found Out All as its
president for a number of years.
About Her Gown When She
Long before this, however, he had
Got Home.
done what he could to stimulate an
interest in
in the community
who
Miss Amanda Jones,
possesses in which hereading
lived by bringing into bethe artistic temperament in a very ing
circulating libraries which were
high degree, is as careless as a lily taken from one school district to anof the field as to her attire. Not long other in Dunn
County.
ago, being away from home and far
of
her
watchful
from the
family,
eyes
she selected and purchased an even- SAID TO BE THE WORLD'S
ing gown for herself, and wore it on
OLDEST ELECTIVE OFFICIAL
several occasions with great comfort
and satisfaction. Shortly after her
return to her home she was invited to
The oldest elective official in the
a reception, and decided that it would world is certainly James F. Hyde, city
be a good opportunity to wear her
treasurer of Lingown. Accordingly, she
coln, 111., who is
over 97 years of
put it on and presented herself comage.
placently for family Inspection.
"What is the matter with your
Few municipal
dress?" asked her sister, eyeing her
archives in Illinois
contain as pretty
critically. "It hikes up in the most
a set of books as
singular way in the back and seems
to be too long In the front"
Lincoln, a town of
"I've always thought it looked very
10,000, can show
for the alternate
nice," said Miss Jones, with an air of
terms since the
chagrin.
"But it doesn't fit!" exclaimed her
Mr.
when
80's,
sister, still examining the garment atHyde has been in
office.
His last
tentively. "Is that the way you've always worn It?" was the next question, term began in May, 1909, and will end
In 1911. Incidentally he was the only
uttered in a despairing tone.
"Yes, of course. How else could I candidate on the citizens' ticket to
wear It?" was the response. "And it land, having helped his cause by a
disIs so comfortable, with plenty of room newspaper campaign in which
in the back for my shoulder blades. play advertisements setting forth his
And, then, I like a gown to fasten in experience and the unlikeliness of
front Why, what's the matter?" as making the mistakes his younger opher sister covered her face with her ponent might be liable to fall into for
hands and sat down abruptly. "Do lack of training.
After his migration from Plttsfleld,
you see anything wrong with it?"
"No, no, no," said her sister, shak- Mass., he opened a commercial school
ing her head, "only, you know, you've in Lincoln and later was principal in
been wearing it hind part before."
one of the ward schools. Following
his advent into politics iae was a regular incumbent of office, holding the
Aroused His Curiosity.
position as often as the law would perAmong those who attended the first mit. In addition to the work for the
session of the sale of the household city he kept the accounts of the Linproperty of Joseph G. Robin, the New coln Street Railway company and a
York bank wrecker, was a man well leading grocery house. Even now he
known in literary circles, whom no has the business of half a dozen small
one had ever seen at a gathering of firms at his pen's end along with the
that kind. He was asked by a man financial status of the city, doing this
who had a slight acquaintance with work In spare time.
him if he had come as a possible
A dozen stogies a day have had no
"No," said the visitor, "but effect upon his nerves, which, it Is
buyer.
man
as
about
this
having said, never bothered his pupils in
having read
directed many business concerns out school or members of his family.
of which he made a fortune and that
while doing this he found time to edit
a magazine, write novels, compose
To Remove Ink Stains From Rug.
Greek poetry and devote much time
The safest method to employ in reI
the
to
see
wanted
violin,
to playing
moving the ink stains from our vellooked
home
like."
what his
vet rug is to apply waru. milk directly to the stains. This will remove the
stain when acids or other applications
Some Warmth.
would be ruinous to the colors. Have
that
the
news
says
his
of
"Juggins
warm and soak the
boy's raise In pay has brought sun- the milk quite
stained part, absorbing the Inky fluid
shine into the home."
"I suppose he means they're basking with a sponge, and applying more
milk until gradually the stain disapIn the son's raise, so to speak."
pears. This is a sure method and
only requires patience in applying it.
Utter Waste.
"We all sigh for something unattainTheir Reputation.
,
able."
"Did yer get anyflnk. Bill?"
"That's right My wife has never
"Nah; the bloke wot lives 'ere Is a
been able to find any good use for the
"
lawyer chap."
burnt matches."
Come
aht quick or you'll
"Blliay!
One or the Other.
M. A. P,
Nell Is your boss engaged to that lose somethlnk."
Relieving a Frost.
girl he called on so much?
Belle (the typewriter) I don't know
"If I refuse you," said the Boston
whether she has shaken him or prom- damsel, "will you promise me not to
ised to marry him.
take a drink?"
"I will," replied the Chicago youth.
Nell What do you mean?
Belle He has stopped buying her "The worst I shall do will be to go out
costly presents. Catholic Standard and get a cup of hot chocolate."
and Times.
public-spirite-

h

'

d

WANTED
Position ty lady as
cashier or bookkeeper. Address P. O.
Box 321, Santa Fe, X. M.
TYPEWRITERS.

adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and supplatens furnished.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter ExCleaned,

Phone 2.':l.

change.

FRATEHKAL

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at

A

7.30.

II. H. DOR MAN,
CH.' S. E.

Master.
IJNXEY, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No.
R. A. M.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

1,

7:30 p. m.
JOHN II. WALKER,
II. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commander?
conclave lourth

Mon-

day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELOX, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
Scotish Rite of Free Masonry meet3
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south "side of Plaza.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
iS. SPITZ, 32
Venerable Master.

HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

Secretary.

if
J. D. SENA,

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No.

holds
its regular session ou
the second and lourth
Wednesday of each
4G0,

B. P. O. E.

month.

Visiting brothinvited and
welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
Exalted Ruler.

ers are

Secretary.

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. ho!d
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Friday
evening of each week at Elks' Lodge
Room. Visiting Brothers are always
welcome.

EDWARD C. BURKE,
MANUEL B. OTERO,
President.

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER

Homestead No. 2879.
Brotherhood of American Yeoman. '
Meets Second and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
of

The following are the time tables
the local railroads:

Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive s.t Santa Fe 12:10
P. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
P. m. '
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9
p.

westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arriv at Sana Fe 11:10
m.

O. & R. G. Ry.

Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 P. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No.
34 east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
The New Mexican

Printing eom-panhas prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Jus
tices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings. In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
Index Is front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 3? pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
2.7E
Combined Civil and Criming .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed beading is wanted.

y

No Come-B.icA Plausible Explanation.
"Poor Cholley Snicker has met with
Madam (to rough looking caller)
a great misfortune. He has lost his
The most common case of insomnia
Tea, I lost a pet dog; but this isn't
is disorder of the stomach. Chamber
My dog was brown and this one la mind."
"Then he'll never regain It, for no Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets cor
white.
The Man Ah, mum, the poor little one who found It would ever think of rect these disorders and enable you
beast turned white from grief.
advertising it for a reward."
to sleep. For sale by all dealers.

it
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Slight Fire at Raton The fire de- partment of Raton was called to extinguish a small Maze that originated
in the barn standing in the rear of
the property of Mrs. T. D. Coulter.
The department was soon on the
scene and had the water onto the

Andrews Cash

4

MINOR

no. 4
IV

Groceryandand Bakery
GARDEN

N

FLOWER SEEDS,
ONION SETS

TOPICS

CITY

f

Mari-SI.
V
Sanla
The weather for Xew Mexico
is generally fair tonight and
Wednesday except local snow
in northwest portion, not much
change in temperature.
T

X

S

Clapp, William Palmer and H. H.

blaze before much damage could be
done. The cause could nqt be learned.
Duck Hunters Busy A number of
duck hunters from Raton were out to
the Salt lakes southeast of Raton but
reported poor luck because of the absence of water in that locality. It is
reported, however, that the flight of
ducks is now on in full blast and that
thousands of the water fowl are mak
ing their headquarters on the Maxwell,
lakes and Irrigation reservoirs.
Miners Taking Holiday The Raton
Santa Fe ticket office has been disposing of a great many railroad and
steamship tickets during the past sev-- j
al weeks to miners from the sur--l
rounding coal camps, who are taking
advantage of the present low rates to!
make a visit to home folks across the
water. A party of twelve left yester-- j
day, all of whom were intending to

21, 1911.

TUESDAY, MARCH

Hy-lan- d,

vice presidents.
Look to your hats gentlemen! Are
they what they should be for this time
of the year?. Julius Gerdes, in this issue, is advertising a new line of hats
which he has just opened up in all
styles, sizes, and colors, felt, straw
and Panama. Read the ad.
Physical Education Miss Jean A.
McGibbon who recently wrote a very
interesting article entitled "Physical
Education in the Public Schools"
printed in the New Mexico Journal of
Education has started a Woman's
Class in Physical
Education which
will meet at the high school on Thurs-

mors are persistent that jtlia Santf
Fe Gold & Copper Company will soon
resume work on their mines.
Kinsell Reservoir.
In the Stanley valley, conditions are
looking brighter than they have for
the past two years. A large number
of the homesteaders are returning to
get ready for their spring crops. There
are many evidences of activity among

those farmers, living on the western
slope, between the towns of Stanley
and San Pedro. Those in position to
know declare that the outlook for a
good crop is splendid. The farmers
are planting mostly onions, beans and
corn this year.
The Kinsell-Reeve- s
reservoir, situ
ated on the eastern slope
last Saturday-It will hold enough
e
water to soak
feet a foot
deep, thus making the holdings of the
company the most valuable in the

ly increased next month.
The superintendent will leave next
week for an extended school inspection thrip through the northern school

districts.

MARKETJKEPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, March 21. Call money
Prime mercantile papsr
Mexican dollars 45; AmaAtchilgamated 641-4- ;
Sugar 1201-8- ;
son 109; Great Northern, pfd. 1271-2- ;
New York Central 108
Northern
Pacific
125
Reading 157
Southern Pacific 1171-8- ; Union Pacific
176
Steel 78
pfd. 118
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RI8S.
Chicago, March 21. Wheat May

44

The latest in Cash Boxes in stock
at GOEBELS.
Hero or Coward, Judge for yourself
by seeing it at the Elks' tonight.
&
day of each week. Miss McGibbon's
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, eye, ear, nose
success teaching physical culture to
and throat specialist of Las Vegas
the
younger pupils in the school was
at
hotel
March
be
will
the
Palace
20th,
We
demonstrated last year and now peo-th- e
21st and 22d. Hours
p. m.
90; July 89.
younger pupils in the schools was
picked
Spring Is Here At least, March 21
Corn May 85
FINE.
taking up the study for the purpose
THEY ARE
is considered the beginning of spring,
July 501-S- .
of gaining strength, development and valley.
Oats May 30
the day when the sun crosses the trop- July 30
education
Pork May 16.921-2- ; July 16.25.
endurance.
Physical
Mr. Conway spent Sunday as a
k of cancer.
'
Lard May 8.851-2- ; July 8.821-2- .
through folk dances is having a great guest of Hon. B. F. Pankey, on his
Democratic Committee
Meeting
Phone No.4.
success in New York state and much
Ribs May 9.32
Phone No. 4.
July 8.821-2- .
The Democratic county central com
beautiful ranch on the San Cristobal
space to the subject is given in spme grant.
mittee of San Miguel county, will meet
Together they visited the
of the magazines.
this evening in the office of La Voz at return.
Tano Pueblo Indian ruins, the old
Whenever yon want an easy shave
of
Dudrow Funeral The funeral
As Rood as barbers ever (tave,
Las Vegas.
Brother Dies Benjamin F. Pash of
church, and the historical picture
call on me at my salon
Jost
You who are observing lent will find this city has received the news fromj the late Charles W. Dudrow will be rocks which proved most interesting.
At morn or eve or busy noon
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Nice Fresh Eggs

25c Dz.
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Fish Received Tuesdays

Thursdays
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are receiving killed to order dry
poultry twice a week, try a hen,
spring, broiler, or a turkey
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PLANT SWEET PEAS,
NOW IS THE TIME

BEFORE

d
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something
your winter hats and put
and Attractive. Don't Let the Ladies

We have all kinds, and colors, in
bulk, and in packages. Our seeds
are "WESTERN SEEDS" and will
this climate better than
grow
any other.
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FOR THE MEN.

THE SANTA FE HARDWARE
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400 Strangers have just arrived from the various woolen
mills, and these strangers consist of a snappy, fascinating

magnificent array of Spring and Summer Fabrics.
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400 Strangers
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We would like to introduce you to every one of them, so if
you will drop around one of these fine Spring daj s at our
Informal Gathering, we feel sure that you'll be pleased
to meet them.
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STORE.

In Town

Be true to your personal appearance
and leave your order for a new suit.
MONEY

THE BIG

p

5PENHERT1NE IS A GUARANTEED INVESTMENT.

NATHAN SALMON.

THE BIG
STORE.
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